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Abstract
This dissertation is focused on the problem of algorithmic robot design. The process
of designing a robot or a team of robots that can reliably accomplish a task in an
environment requires several key elements. How the problem is formulated can play
a big role in the design process. The ability of the model to correctly reflect the
environment, the events, and different pieces of the problem is crucial. Another key
element is the ability of the model to show the relationship between different designs
of a single system. These two elements can enable design algorithms to navigate
through the space of all possible designs, and find a set of solutions.
In this dissertation, we introduce procrustean graphs, a model for encoding the
robot-environment interactions. We also provide a model for navigating through
the space of all possible designs, called label maps. Using these models, we focus
on answering the following questions: What degradations to the set of sensors or
actuators of a robotic system can be tolerated? How different degradations affect the
cost of doing a given task? What sets of resources — that is, sensors and actuators
— are minimal for accomplishing a specific given job? And how to find such a set?
To this end, our general approach is to sample, using a variety of sampling meth-
ods, over the space of all maps for a given problem, and use different techniques for
answering these questions. We use decision tree classifiers to determine the crucial
sensors and actuators required for a robotic system to accomplish its job. We present
an algorithm based on space bisection to find the boundary between the feasible and
infeasible subspaces of possible designs. We present an algorithm to measure the cost
of doing a given task, and another algorithm to find the relationship between different
v
degradation of a robotic system and the cost of doing the task. In all these solutions,
we use a variety of techniques to scale up each approach to enable it to solve real
world problems. Our experiments show the efficiency of the presented approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
From the surge in the production of cheap, powerful, and energy-efficient on-board
hardware to the development of a variety of deep learning methodologies, the robotics
community has seen major advances in tackling a variety of challenging problems
during the last few years. Now there are robotic systems that drive safely, fly reliably,
and deliver indefinitely. However, although roboticists are able to build robots that
have high degrees of autonomy, in the majority of robotic applications, the automation
that the robotic system provides is heavily dependent on a design that itself is not
done in an automated fashion.
In this dissertation, we are interested in algorithms that can assist human roboti-
cists with the process of designing autonomous robots. Among all possible designs,
we are primarily interested in those designs that enable the robot to complete its
task.
Overview
Algorithmic robot design and co-design, being in its infancy, requires the roboticist
to find answers to and deal with several important issues. How the design prob-
lem is modelled is one of these issues. Such a model ideally has to capture all the
key elements of the problem accurately. Combinatorial filters [3], Erdmann-Mason-
Goldberg-Taylor plans [4–6] and Schoppers’s universal plans [7] are among the existing
approaches that model the way a robot interacts with the world that it operates in.
In this dissertation, a new model is provided for capturing robot-environment interac-
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Figure 1.1: An iRobot Roomba is equipped with a collection of simple sensors in-
cluding four cliff sensors and a wall sensor, each uses IR to measure distance.
tions. The model we use here, based on procrustean graphs, describes the interactions
between the robot and the environment it operates in as a sequence of actions and
observations. Each action done by the robot results in a change in the observation
that the robot receives from the environment. The definition of procrustean graph
encompasses those of all the approaches mentioned above.
Another important issue is how the relationship between different robot designs
is modelled. A model that encodes the relationship between different designs of a
single system could be very useful in the process of robot design. This ability will be
particularly useful for design algorithms searching through the space of all possible
designs. The concept of label map that we present in this dissertation provides a tool
for capturing the idea of modification in the set of sensors and actuators a robot is
equipped with. The refinement relation, which itself is based on the concept of label
maps, is a tool that can provide a means for algorithms to search more easily through
the space of all designs.
To find out whether a design enables the robot to accomplish its given tasks, or
to measure the cost of accomplishing it, the general approach that we follow is that
we start with an idealized robot model, and reason about various kinds of reductions
in that robot’s abilities (see Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2). In this context, it is valuable
to know about those designs that do not destroy (i.e. are not destructive of) the
2
Figure 1.2: A simple example: a robot tasked with following a wall on its left, while
avoiding negative obstacles. The question is what changes to the robot’s suite of
sensors and actuators still enable the robot to accomplish its task.
robot’s ability to complete the assigned task. To that end, we are interested in
understanding the boundary in the space of robot designs between non-destructive
realizations of a model (i.e. those for which the robot is able to complete its task)
and destructive ones (for which the robot cannot complete the task). We are also
interested in studying how the costs of performing different tasks change among
different such realizations. Given a relation that shows how different designs could
be related to each other in terms of destructiveness or cost — the refinement relation
in this work — one can determine how the costs change among different designs,
and draw a boundary between the destructive and non-destructive ones. Doing so
gets to the very kernel of what information must be obtained or preserved in the
circumstances under consideration. However, the space of all possible designs could
be enormous. Therefore, explicitly computing the boundary or finding the costs of all
possible designs can easily become intractable for problems of any appreciable size.
Instead, in this dissertation we propose several sampling-based methods. For find-
ing the boundary between destructive and non-destructive designs, our method is not
focused on finding the designs, but a condensed legible representation of them. The
method drills down into the informative boundary between successful and unsuccess-
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ful designs. This is done by collecting discriminatory features so that an assay of these
features helps the human understand the fundamental elements of the problem do-
main. In the provided method, we adopt a decision tree learning approach to identify
sparse but critical features to summarize crucial resources (or informational aspects
of those resources) which play an important role in the robot’s task. Decision trees
are among the learning tools that provide the most straightforward interpretation. In
this setting, the internal nodes of the decision tree are labelled with specific elements
of information that may or may not be available in a particular design, and the leaves
are labelled with bits indicating whether designs that reach those leaves are successful
or not. The intuition is that, in a decision tree induced by an appropriate training
set, internal nodes nearer to the root of the tree are likely to correspond to elements
of information that are particularly important for identifying successful designs.
This method, however, does not scale very well as the size of the problem grows.
To address this issue, we enhance this approach by incorporating some information
from the structure of the problem into the learning process. To do this, we propose
three different classes of problems, and their corresponding approaches. Depending
on the structure of the problem and the type of possible changes that can take place
on the suite of actuators and sensors of a robot, the subset of the space the algorithm
needs to sample from becomes substantially smaller. This is the first reason why
domain specific information makes the learning process faster. The second reason is
that the samples extracted from this subspace are richer in terms of information they
provide, which results in a faster convergence of the decision tree.
Another interesting set of design problems that we tackle in this dissertation are
the ones that their design spaces are continuously parameterized by a set of parame-
ters (e.g., the maximum reading a range finder can provide). The questions is what
role do these parameters play in determining the boundary of non-destructiveness?
We present two sampling-based algorithms to find the boundary. The first ones,
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which is a general purpose algorithm, utilizes systematic interval sampling to do so.
The other algorithm, that utilizes bisect sampling, can only be used if the design
space meets some conditions. Both methods can quickly generate an estimation of
the boundary between the feasible and infeasible possible designs.
The interesting property of these subsets of problems is that, if the number of
design variables is small, the boundary can actually be seen. Unlike the decision trees
that provide a high level description of the boundary without a direct representation
of it, we can see an estimation of the boundary in these problems in the Cartesian
space.
We also study how the cost of doing a given task differs between different possible
designs. We present an algorithm for measuring the cost, and utilizing the concept
of refinement relation, we define the Pareto front of the refinement relation and cost
for any given planning problem. We present a deterministic algorithm to find this
Pareto front, and prove its correctness. We also present a sampling-based anytime
algorithm for finding an estimation of the Pareto front quickly.
The strength of all these methods lie in the simplicity of the proposed scenarios.
Although the conditions for each scenario limit the subset of the problems it can
tackle, at the same time these subsets are vast enough to cover a considerable number
of interesting problems.
In summary, this dissertation, in addition to providing the mathematical basis for
both encoding the problems and analyzing the presented algorithms, provides a set
of tools that a roboticist can consult in the process of designing a robotic system.
First, we present a new model to encode the robot-environment interactions. Second,
using this model, a decision tree learning method is presented that can summarize
the crucial resources in a robotic system legibly in the form of a decision tree. Third,
we extend this method by introducing a set of scenarios where incorporating domain
knowledge can make the algorithm scale better as the size of the problem grows.
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Fourth, we extend the concept further to the problems with continuous design spaces.
Fifth, we present different methods to find the trade-off between the cost of doing
a task, and the level of degradation brought upon a possible design, based on the
refinement relation.
This dissertation contains materials from previous work done cooperatively by
the author of the current work and several co-authors. These include papers from
Saberifar, Ghasemlou, O’Kane, and Shell [8, 9]; Ghasemlou, Saberifar, O’Kane, and
Shell [10]; Ghasemlou, O’Kane, and Shell [11]; and Ghasemlou and O’Kane [12].
We conclude this chapter with a preview of the rest of this dissertation. In the
next chapter, we review the related work. Chapter 3 presents our early work on
the concepts of procrustean filters and sensor transformation. Chapter 4 presents
the preliminaries and basic definitions for the current work. In Chapter 5, we for-
mally define the problem of finding the most crucial elements in a robotic system.
Chapter 6 presents our decision tree learning approach to tackle the problem and
corresponding results. Chapter 7 presents the three scenarios where we incorporate
the domain knowledge into our algorithm, along with the results for the experiments.
Chapter 8 extends the destructiveness concept to continuously parameterized spaces.
Chapter 9 establishes the relationship between the refinement relation and the cost
of accomplishing a given task. Finally, in Chapter 10, we conclude this dissertation
and make several proposals for future work.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
The current work asks questions about the sufficiency, interchangeability, and neces-
sity of sensors, actuators, or both (which we call resources, more broadly) for some
given task. These questions relate to some of the most fundamental concerns of any
theory for robots, and are considerations that have a long history of development
within robotics. There are many classical studies that have addressed these problems
(e.g., [4, 6, 13–19]).
In addition to these classical, more fundamental studies, there are papers on hard
manufacturing [20–22], joint automated synthesis [23], designing robot swarms [24,
25] and low-power variable-stiffness mechanisms [26], varieties of different optimiza-
tion problems (including optimizing the interconnections between different compo-
nents) [27, 28] and development and deployment [29, 30]. Here, we focus on the
studies that more closely are related to the classical studies discussed above.
One of the recent papers most closely related to this paper, a study by O’Kane
and LaValle [31], examines relationships between sensors in detail, in a variety of
ways, and in order to propose abstractions to aid in thinking about design problems.
In that work, the relative powers of various robotic systems are compared. The au-
thors compare pairs of robotic systems expressing power by using the idea of one
system simulating another. That paper, and a subsequent one [3], make extensive
use of the concept of dominance in navigating between the space of designs, and
build a lattice where the partial order of the lattice is the dominance relation, that
is close to the notion of a refinement relation presented in this dissertation. A differ-
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ent approach [32] compares families of parameterizable sensors by seeking maximal
performance from sensors for a given task, and then performing an analysis of the
relationship between power and performance. Using mean-square-error as a metric
of performance, the authors examine the effects of structured noise, showing that dif-
ferent prior information affects the relation between families of sensors—culminating
in a comparison of standard and event-based cameras. Also related, though without
the design-centric perspective we adopt, Konidaris et al. [33] show how to identify ab-
stractions which are necessary and sufficient for a given planning problem. Within the
context of automated synthesis, Raman and Kress-Gazit [34] introduce an algorithm
that produces an explanation for why some specification cannot be fulfilled. Censi [28]
examines the dual problem, showing results that suggest one could construct a cata-
log of components (sensors and actuators), and then search over compositions from
this catalog—somewhat surprisingly, this may even be tractable for certain classes of
components. There are other works [35, 36] that, rather than studying the systems
in general, focus on the design problem for specific tasks and domains.
In some of the embedded systems design work [37,38], the problem of Design Space
Exploration (DSE) [37–64] is studied, which is focused on finding alternative designs
for a given set of tasks, along with a set of “devices” capable of accomplishing these
tasks, based on some parameters of interest like power, performance, and cost. In
addition to our focus on finding the “simplest” possible designs, our work differs from
these studies in terms of the level of abstraction we use here, and also the generality
of our approach.
Another branch of research in this field, that of probabilistic filters, goes back to
Kalman Filter [65]. These have found use in several important problems in mobile
robotics, including estimation of robot pose [66–75] and map information [76–90].
This class of filters is well-known within the community, with a vast surge of interest
catalyzed by the publication of the book by Thrun et al. [91].
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The discrete filters, on which we partially base our work in this dissertation, have
their roots in the minimalist manipulation work of Erdmann and Mason [4] and
Goldberg [92]. They were formalized more generally in other studies [93,94], though
this dissertation improves those models and expands them in a new direction. These
sorts of representations have been employed in the form of so-called combinatorial
filters to successfully solve a wide range of useful tasks including target tracking [95],
mobile robot navigation [96, 97], and manipulation [98]. Closely related, in a recent
study [99], the authors based on an abstract formulation of sensors —that is, the
concept of action-based sensors [15] — establish a relationship between the plans
that solve a certain class of planning problems and action-based sensors, so that
all such sensors are obtained. The authors of a biologically inspired study [100],
algorithmically lay out the set of sensors and actuators of a robotic system while
maintaining a low level of graph entropy.
The definition of procrustean graphs, presented in Chapter 4, will be seen to be a
generalization to some earlier models, including LaValle’s [93] combinatorial filters for
modeling discrete state estimation problems. That work differs from ours in the way
actions and observations are modelled: his states lead to other states only through
actions, not observations, and in each state only one action may be executed.
In Schoppers [7], universal plans describe actions to be taken by the robot for
any of the circumstances that may arise and each possible observation is followed by
an appropriate action. In non-deterministic graphs [101], non-determinism in actions
is modelled by edges that encapsulate a set of possible outcomes. Some other early
studies (see [4–6]) examined how to achieve goals without sensors. There, the plans
produced consist exclusively of a sequence of consecutive actions, and observations
play no role.
On a higher level of abstraction, one can investigate how different models of rep-
resenting a robotic system are related. The relationship between different models
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that encode a system, regardless of the application that the models are crafted for,
is studied in a classic paper from Addanki, Cremonini and Penberthy [102], by pre-
senting the concept of graph of models. In this graph, models are connected to each
other based on the effects of changing assumptions from one model to another. The
navigation for finding a suitable model is done by detecting the assumptions that
cause conflicts. In another study [103], reviewing four challenges for design automa-
tion, the authors discuss how the problem of robot design is linked to the design of
the internal state of the robot.
One of the closest studies to this dissertation is a recent paper form Zhang and
Shell [104]. The main questions that are asked in their paper, akin to this disserta-
tion, are questions about the sufficiency of the suite of sensors of the robot, and the
solvability of the planning problems. The authors’ approach is to search for all sensor
designs in a belief tree that they construct for a robot. Their work differs from this
dissertation mainly in the way they represent sensors. The authors consider sensors
to be covers over the event space, whereas in this dissertation, sensors are partitions
over this space. This, however, results in an even bigger combinatorial explosion in
comparison to our method. The authors, utilizing the domain knowledge about the
problem, improve the time complexity of the presented method.
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Chapter 3
Preliminaries: Early Results
The material presented in this chapter are the results of two studies done with the
co-authors of the author of this dissertation, that originally appeared in two different
venues [8,9]. The next chapter, which presents the preliminaries and basic definitions
for this dissertation, is heavily dependant on the definitions and algorithms presented
in the current chapter.
Standard filters
The central object of study in this chapter is a discrete transition system. We follow
the precedent in the literature (e.g. cf. models of [93, 95, 105]) with the following
definition, in which we have added the appellation ‘standard’ to distinguish from the
more general filters introduced below.
Definition 1. A standard filter is a tuple 〈Q, q0 , Y , δ, C , c〉, with:
1. a finite set, Q, of states,
2. one particular initial state q0 ∈ Q,
3. a set of possible observations Y ,
4. a transition map δ : Q × Y 7→ Q, which is a partial function.
5. a set C, which we call an output space, and
6. an output function c : Q → C.
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We use Fstd to denote the set of all standard filters.
The underlying idea is that a filter receives a sequence of observations and pro-
duces a sequence of outputs in response, transitioning from state to state according
to the filter’s transition map. For any given sequence of observations y1y2 . . . yn ∈ Y ⋆,
one traces these on some standard filter F by, starting at q0, transitioning from state
to state by following δ(qi−1, yi) = qi, for i = {1, . . . , n}. There is no requirement that
δ(q, y) have a value for every q ∈ Q and y ∈ Y pair. When observation sequences
are encountered with this kind of missing transition, the resulting state is undefined.
For each sequence of states, q0q1 . . . qn, we say that F outputs c0c1 . . . cn, if ci = c(qi),
for i = {0, . . . , n}. We occasionally use the term color to refer to a specific output.
All standard filters have the property that for any y1y2 . . . yn at most a single output
c0c1 . . . cn can be produced; for input strings of observations that always result in
defined state transitions on the filter, exactly one output is produced.
Theoretically, standard filters represent minimal, non-trivial information process-
ing constructs for operating on sequences of observations; it is difficult to pose a
more fundamental abstraction than this basic type of filter. Practically they have the
obvious advantage of a very straightforward implementation. Both of these aspects
are important motivators for the present study.
3.1 Procrustean Filters
Although perhaps not immediately obvious, it is useful to consider a generalization
of the standard filter in which the observations that mark transitions and the outputs
in each state are sets rather than single values:
Definition 2. A procrustean filter, or p-filter for short, is a tuple 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉,
with:
1) a finite set, Q, of states,
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2) a non-empty initial set of states Q0 ⊆ Q,
3) a set of possible observations Y ,
4) a transition function τ : Q ×Q → 2Y ,
5) a set C, which we call an output space, and
6) an output function c : Q → 2C − {∅}.
We use Fp to denote the set of all p-filters.
Given any p-filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉, an observation sequence y1 . . . yn ∈ Y ⋆, and
an output sequence c0c1 . . . cn ∈ C +, we say that y1y2 . . . yn yields c0c1 . . . cn under F ,
if there exists a sequence of states q0, q1, . . . , qn:
1. q0 ∈ Q, and
2. for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, yi ∈ τ(qi−1, qi), and
3. for each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, ci ∈ c(qi).
The set of output sequences yielded by y1 . . . yn under F is denoted [y1 . . . yn]F .
Note that the empty string ǫ yields single-element output sequences, so that [ǫ]F =
⋃
q0∈Q0
c(q0) 6= ∅.
In this definition, the standard filter has been extended to include non-determinism
on three fronts: (i) there may be more than one initial state; (ii) transitions can occur
if there is some element in the labelled transition (τ); and (iii) the output can be any
of the elements associated with the state (via c).
P-filter equivalence
Because we consider, in the rest of this chapter, algorithms intended to transform the
representation of a p-filter without altering its behavior, we must introduce a notion
of equivalence between p-filters.
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Definition 3. Two p-filters F1 and F2 are equivalent if, for every observation y1 . . . yn ∈
Y ⋆, we have [y1 . . . yn]F1 = [y1 . . . yn]F2.
Informally speaking, two filters are equivalent to one another if the outputs they
produce are identical given the same inputs from Y ⋆. That is, if F1 and F2 produce
the same outputs, then the two filters are equivalent (even if their states, labels, etc.
differ).
3.2 Label Spaces and Operations Thereon
It is helpful to think of the transition in a p-filter from qi to qj as bearing the label
ℓ = τ(qi, qj), in which ℓ represents a set of observations. This model is particularly
important for systems in which the observation space is large or infinite—including
most nontrivial real sensor systems—in which it would be, at best, computationally
intractable to list observations individually.
To represent such labels practically, we assume that each element in the image of
τ is contained in a label space L, in which each label ℓ ∈ L is a set of observations.
The label sets may be represented in a variety of ways. We only require that L be
equipped with the following six operations.
1–3. Union, which accepts two labels and computes a new label representing their
union, along with Intersection and Difference, which operate mutatis
mutandis for the intersection and set difference operations.
4. Empty, which accepts a label and returns True if and only if the label repre-
sents the empty set.
5. Contains, which accepts a label and an observation, and decides whether that
observation is a member of the set represented by that label.
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6. Representative, which accepts a non-empty label and returns an observation
contained in the set represented by that label.
Any data structure capable of answering these queries is suitable for representing the
labels in the algorithms in this paper. An example follows.
Interval Labels
Suppose the space of actions or observations in a p-graph is R. Since each label
should represent a set of real numbers, one option is to let each label represent a
finite union of real intervals. The intervals may be bounded or unbounded. Each
interval may also be open, closed, or half-closed. Figure 3.1 shows an example. To
represent a label from this label space, we use a data structure with three parts:
1. A list of n real number endpoints e1, . . . , en ∈ R.
2. A list of n+1 boolean interval flags f1, . . . , fn+1. The interpretation is that, for
each 1 < j < n, the real numbers between ej and ej+1 are included in the set
if and only if fj is True. At the extremes, real numbers less than e1 are in the
set when f1 is True, and likewise numbers greater than en are in the set when
fn is True.
3. A list of n boolean endpoint flags p1, . . . , pn, with the semantics that, for any
1 ≤ j ≤ n, the real number ej is in the label’s observation set if and only if pj
is True.
Note that any finite union of real intervals (including, for example, the empty set and
the full real line, which have n = 0) can be expressed in this format.
The Union, Intersection, and Difference operations can be implemented
by performing a left-to-right sweep, adding endpoints and flags appropriately to the
result label. The Empty method requires a simple check for any endpoint flags
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−9 −3 31
Figure 3.1: This figure shows an interval label for the set [−9,−3) ∪ {1} ∪ (3,∞).
The label data structure has 4 endpoints (−9,−3, 1, 3), 5 interval flags (False, True,
False, False, True), and 4 endpoint flags (True, False, True, False).
or interval flags that are True. The Contains check can be implemented by a
binary search for the correct interval, followed by a check against the relevant flag.
Representative should return an element, either an endpoint or in the interior of
an interval (in the general case, perhaps the midpoint between two endpoints) for
which the corresponding flag is True.
Label refinement
Algorithm 1: RefineLabels(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn)
1 r ← ℓ1
2 for ℓ ∈ {ℓ2, . . . , ℓn} do
3 r ← Union(r, {ℓ})
4 R← (r)
5 for ℓ ∈ {ℓ1, . . . , ℓn} do
6 R′ ← ( )
7 for r ∈ R do
8 R′.append(Intersect(r, ℓ))
9 R′.append(Difference(r, ℓ))
10 R← R′
11 return R
Several of the proposed algorithms in this work rely on a subroutine to compute
of a refinement of a set of labels. Specifically, we need in several places an algorithm
that accepts as input an unordered set of labels ℓ1, . . . , ℓn, and produces as output
an unordered set of labels ℓ′1, . . . , ℓ
′
m, such that
⋃
i ℓi =
⋃
j ℓ
′
j and, for each ℓ
′ ∈
{ℓ′1, . . . , ℓ
′
m} and each x1, x2 ∈ ℓ
′, we have
{
ℓ ∈ {ℓ1, . . . , ℓn} | x1 ∈ ℓ
}
=
{
ℓ ∈ {ℓ1, . . . , ℓn} | x2 ∈ ℓ
}
.
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Figure 3.2: An example of label refinement with interval labels. The three input
labels, representing the overlapping intervals [1, 5), [4, 7], and (3, 6], are refined into
six disjoint output labels [1, 3], (3, 4], (4, 5), [5, 6], and (6, 7).
The intuition is, given a set of labels, to compute a partition of the observations
spanned by those labels. This partition should be fine enough to separate the input
labels from one another, in the sense that the set of corresponding input labels is
constant across all observations in each output label. Such a partition is valuable
because it enables us to ‘drop down’ from the level of sets to the level of individual
observations, by selecting a Representative from each of the output labels, without
danger of missing any structure inherent to the input label set.
Algorithm 1 shows how one can perform this operation in a general way, for any
label space that supports the Union, Intersection, and Difference operations.
The algorithm starts with a single label representing the complete set of relevant
observations, and then refines that partition using each of the input labels.
This section introduces and analyzes several particular classes of p-filters. A
defining feature of p-filters is their ability to represent nondeterminism, which occurs
in the selection of an initial state from Q0, in the transitions made in response to
each observation (since the labels of out-edges at each state need not necessarily be
disjoint), and in the selection of an output upon arrival at each new state. The
various classes we consider all vary based on (i) how much of this generality is used
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in the presentation of the p-filter, and (ii) whether that nondeterminism impacts the
behavior of the p-filter.
Single-outputting normal form
First, we recall the fact that Definition 2 allows each state to be labelled with a set of
possible outputs, any of which may be selected each time the filter visits that state.
What happens if each state has only a single output?
Definition 4. A p-filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 is single-outputting if |c(qk)| = 1
for every reachable qk ∈ Q. A state qk is considered reachable if some sequence of
observations in Y ⋆ gives a sequence of states, starting from a q0 ∈ Q0 , ending in qk.
Having a singleton output set at each state, while a seemingly significant con-
straint, does not limit the expressivity of such filters. That is, every p-filter has an
equivalent single-outputting presentation. For this reason, we occasionally refer this
as single-outputting normal form, by analogy to the normal forms used in formal
language theory or database design.
Algorithm 2: ToSingleOutputtingForm(F )
1 Initialize Q′, Q0
′, τ ′, and c′ as empty
// Build states and output function:
2 for q ∈ Q do
3 for ci ∈ c(q) do
4 Add qci to Q
′, and let c′(qci) = ci
5 if q ∈ Q0 then
6 Add qci to Q
′
0
// Construct transition function:
7 for (q, r, U ) ∈ τ do
8 for ci ∈ c(q) do
9 for di ∈ c(r) do
10 Let τ ′(qci , rdi) = U
11 return 〈Q′, Q′0 , Y , τ
′, C , c′〉
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{c}
{a, b} {a, d}
{c}
{c}
{a, b}
{c}
{c}
{a, b} {a, d}
Figure 3.3: [Left] A p-filter that is not in single-outputting normal form. [Right] The
result of applying our implementation of Algorithm 2 to this filter. Outputs for each
state are shown as colors.
Algorithm 2 shows how to convert an arbitrary p-filter to an equivalent single-
outputting filter. The algorithm makes duplicates of each state, one for each of its
outputs, and those single outputs to each of these new states. If there had been a
transition from p to q on observation y, then in the new filter has y-transitions from
all the states derived from p to all the states derived from q. Figure 3.3 illustrates
this.
State-determined normal form
Another source of nondeterminism in Definition 2 arises from the transition model.
Because the labels for each state need not be disjoint, the model allows multiple ‘next’
states to be indicated for the same observation. Definition 5 expresses this idea.
Definition 5. We call a p-filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 state-determined if |Q0| = 1,
and for every triple of states q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q with q2 6= q3, τ(q1, q2) ∩ τ(q1, q3) = ∅.
In a state-determined filter, there are never any choices about which states the
filter might be in; each observation string can be traced to at most one final state. As
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with single-outputting normal form, every p-filter is equivalent to a state-determined
filter. We therefore adopt the terminology state-determined normal form.
Algorithm 3 shows how to convert an arbitrary p-filter into state-determined nor-
mal form. The idea is a forward search over sets of states, starting from the initial
states. This requires the use of Algorithm 1 to ensure that the edges in the new filter
are drawn correctly. See Figure 3.4.
Algorithm 3: ToStateDeterminedForm(F )
1 Initialize W , W0 , τ ′, and c′ as empty
2 for v0 ∈ V0 do
3 Add v′0 to W and W0 , and let c
′(v′0) = c(v0)
4 Initialize queue Q← V0
5 while Q not empty do
6 s′ ← Q.pop
// Refine each label and determine which states each
refinement maps to:
7 L ← all outgoing edge labels of Whence(s′)
8 L′ ← RefineLabels(L) // cf. Algorithm 1
9 dLab[.] = ∅ // Empty the map
10 for l′ ∈ L′ do
11 For every Whence(s′) record which states you reach with
Representative(l′) by adding them to dLab[l′]
// Produce new states as needed:
12 for s ∈ dLab[l] for some l do
13 if t ∈W , where t corresponds with s then
14 Let τ ′(s′, t) = l // Add transition on l
15 else
16 Create new state t corresponding to s
17 Let c′(t) = c(s) and add t to W
18 Q.push(t) // Add to queue to be processed
19 Let τ ′(s′, t) = l // Add transition on l
20 return 〈W , W0 , Y , τ
′, C , c′〉
Deterministic p-filters
Definitions 4 and 5 describe two distinct ways of presenting a filter, each of which
places some restrictions on the kind of nondeterminism directly present in the filter.
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[1.0, 3.0] ∪ [4.0, 5.0) [0.0, 5.0]
[0.0, 5.0][2.5, 4.0]
[0.0, 5.0]
[0.0, 5.0]
[0.0, 5.0]
(3.0, 4.0)
[1.0, 2.5) ∪ (4.0, 5.0)
[2.5, 3.0] ∪ {4.0}
Figure 3.4: [top] A p-filter that is not in state-determined normal form. [bottom]
The result of applying our implementation of Algorithm 3 to this filter.
Note, however, that these two normal forms are, in a certain sense, duals of one
another. Algorithm 2 may, in eliminating multi-output states, introduce some over-
lapping labels or multiple initial states; Algorithm 3 may, in eliminating overlapping
labels and multiple initial states, introduce some multi-output states.
A certain class of p-filters, however, can be represented in a way that is simulta-
neously single-outputting and state-determined. We call these filters deterministic.
Definition 6. A p-filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 is deterministic if every observation
sequence in Y ⋆ yields at most one output sequence in C ⋆.
Note that, in this context, deterministic does not mean that each observation
sequence determines a unique state, but only that each observation sequence, if it
yields any output, yields a single, determined output. Figure 3.5 illustrates the
difference. In that sense, the property of being deterministic is a property of the
p-filter’s behavior, rather than a property of its representation.
Deterministic p-filters are closely related to standard filters, as is made clear in
the following lemma.
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{a, b, c}
{b, c, d}
{a, b, c}
{b, c, d}
{b}
{b}
Figure 3.5: [Left] A p-filter that, in spite of some labels that are not disjoint, is
a deterministic p-filter. [Right] A p-filter that is not deterministic. Note that the
observation sequence bb yields two distinct output sequences: red, blue, red; and red,
blue, blue.
Lemma 1. For every deterministic p-filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉, there exists a
standard filter S ∈ Fstd where, for every y1 . . . yn ∈ Y
⋆, [y1 . . . yn]F = {c′0c
′
1 . . . c
′
n},
the latter being the output of S on y1 . . . yn.
Proof. One may construct a suitable standard filter S = 〈2 Q − {∅}, {q0}, Y , δ, C , c′〉,
defining δ by exploring each of the (finite) observation sequence prefixes that visit
every Q in F , and labelling the transitions that are made. Tracing a prefix string
on F might cause one to come to a choice point, where some observation y is both
τ(qi, qj) and τ(qi, qk) and qj 6= qk: both choices should be taken in constructing δ,
which is why the states in S are subsets of Q. All outputs along all choices must
always produce the same output, o, otherwise F would not be a deterministic p-filter.
Thus, c′ maps to that o.
Thus, determining whether a given filter is deterministic is of direct interest in
practice, since standard filters are those that are directly amenable to implementation.
Fortunately, we can establish some relationships between the set of deterministic p-
filters and the normal forms introduced above. The next three lemmas do this work,
and Figure 3.6 illustrates the set relationships implied by these results.
Lemma 2. Any p-filter that is both single-outputting and state-determined is deter-
ministic.
Proof. Following the procedure described in Lemma 1 with a single-outputting and
state-determined filter never leads to any choices. Therefore, only singleton subsets
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Figure 3.6: A Venn diagram showing set inclusion properties for the filters and various
representations studied herein. Deterministic filters, a strict subset of all p-filters, are
essentially equivalent in behavior to the standard filters from the literature. Sensor
maps take some filter (R in the picture) and transform it into another (as h does).
of 2Q are involved. Also, for all states, there is never any choice for the value that c′
should provide either. As a result, any observation sequence can yield at most one
output sequence.
Lemma 3. All deterministic filters are single-outputting.
Proof. Suppose F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 is a deterministic p-filter which is not single-
outputting. There must be some sequence y1y2 . . . yn ∈ Y ⋆ of observations causing F
to arrive in some qk where |c(qk)| 6= 1. Since ∅ cannot be in the image of c, there must
be at least two distinct elements of C . But then, a string ending in either element of
c(qk) is in [y1 . . . yn]F , reductio ad absurdum.
Lemma 4. A state-determined filter is deterministic if and only if it is single-
outputting.
Proof. For the forward direction, Lemma 2 suffices. The backward direction is implied
by Lemma 3.
This concludes the infrastructure necessary to evaluate sensor transformations.
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3.3 Sensor Maps
Having established some subclasses of p-filters and their relationship to standard
filters, next we are interested in modifications produced by altering the fidelity of the
observations provided as input to the filter.
We model degradations from the idealized model (and, indeed, other kinds of
changes to the sensor’s behavior) using sensor maps.
Definition 7. Given p-filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉, a sensor map from Y to K, is
a function h : Y → K, where K is some other set. We say that h is concordant with
F because its domain is the set of observations of the filter.
Though sensor maps are defined in terms of single observations, we can ‘lift’ a
sensor map to apply to sets or to entire p-filters in the obvious way.
Definition 8. Given a sensor map h : Y → K, its extension to sets (also denoted
h, with the difference always clear from context) is a function 2Y → 2K, defined by
h(S) = {h(s)|s ∈ S}. Likewise, the extension to filters of h, is a function Fp → Fp,
under which F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 maps to p-filter h(F ) = 〈Q, Q0 , K , τ ′, C , c〉 in
which τ ′(q1, q2) = h(τ(q1, q2)).
The intuition is that a map h describes some alteration in the perceptual classes
(cf. [13]) provided as input to the filter. If the outputs yielded under this trans-
formation are ultimately the same, then we conclude that h, despite it potentially
eliminating some information, must retain the “kernel” of information actually used in
processing the input observations. Interestingly, it captures this notion of information
abstractly, as none of the elements of Y need even be in K .
Note that the ability to compute h(F ) given h and F depends on the ability of
our label space to efficiently compute the extension of h to sets, that is, to the labels
of F .
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Consider the following illustrative example: your robot is equipped with a camera,
and triplets of red–green–blue values within an array comprise Y . Now imagine that
rose-tinted lenses are placed over the camera. Applied pixel-wise, hrose : 〈r, g, b〉 7→
〈r, 0, 0〉. Certain scenes that produce distinct inputs, y1 6= y2, may now be indis-
tinguishable under the transformation, hrose(y1) = hrose(y2), when, for example, two
scenes differ only in elements of the spectrum filtered out by the lenses.
Sensor maps need not only reduce the set. For example, suppose your sensor incurs
cross-talk due to poor cable routing and cheap shielding. Where formerly a given
circumstance would produce an observation yi, this might be modeled with a sensor
map yi 7→ {yi, y′i, y
′′
i }. It may be that y
′
i ∈ Y , or it might be some heretofore unseen
class of signal. What we are interested in is whether this cross-talk is destructive or
not. As is clear, the answer to this depends on whether some other yj where y′i ∈ h(yj)
exists. Even existence of such a yj is insufficient, as yi and yj might occur in every
pre-image together.
Next, we formalize the notion of a destructive sensor map, which is based on a
generalized notion of equivalence between p-filters.
Definition 9. Given two p-filters F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 and G = 〈R, R0 , Z , υ, D, d〉
and a sensor map h : Y → Z mapping from the observation space of F to the
observation space of G, we say that F is equivalent to G modulo h, denoted
F ≧ G mod h,
if for every observation sequence y1 . . . yn ∈ Y
⋆,
[y1 . . . yn]F = [h(y1) . . . h(yn)]G.
Note that we eschew the traditional equivalence symbol ‘≡’ for this relation be-
cause it is not symmetric: F ≧ G mod h ; G ≧ F mod h. The intuition is that
if G, given observations mutated by h, exhibits the same behavior that F exhibits
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when given those same observations, but unmutated, then any difference between F
and G is merely in the change in manifestation of the observations induced by h; the
underlying structure is the same. In contrast, if the two filters can generate different
outputs under these conditions, then there must be some other explanation for those
differences. This observation motivates the idea of a nondestructive sensor map.
Definition 10. Given a p-filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 and a concordant sensor map
h : Y → K, we say that h is non-destructive if F ≧ h(F ) mod h.
Informally, a nondestructive sensor map is one that preserves enough structure
that the filter still works after applying it, as long as the labels are updated accord-
ingly. A destructive filter is one that creates enough ambiguity (initially expressed in
the resulting p-filter by states with overlapping out-edges) that the correct outputs
can no longer be determined solely by the observations.
For example, suppose h : Y → K is an injective map, so that if h(y) = h(z),
then y = z. Because this kind of map does not introduce the possibility of conflating
any two observations, it is clear that h is non-destructive. In the particular case
of interval labels, this implies that any sensor map that is a strictly-increasing or
strictly-decreasing—including, for example, affine maps—, is non-destructive. Con-
trapositivelty, we can also conclude that every destructive sensor map is non-injective.
Deciding destructiveness
Now we can describe the following problem.
Decision Problem: Sensor map destructive test (SMDT)
Input: A p-filter F and a concordant sensor map h
Output: Trueif h is non-destructive on F , or Falseotherwise.
Our algorithmic approach to solving this problem depends on whether the input
filter F is deterministic.
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If we have an instance (F, h) of smdt in which F is deterministic —a case that
should be quite common, since deterministic filters are those that are most directly
implementable— then we can use Algorithm 3 along with Lemma 4 to determine
whether h is destructive. The intuition is to compute h(F ), then convert that mapped
filter to state-determined normal form and check whether the result is also in single-
outputting normal form. See Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: SensorMapDestructiveTest1(F, h)
1 G← ToStateDeterminedForm(h(F ))
2 return IsSingleOutputting(G)
The algorithm itself is strikingly simple, which we view as a positive feature. The
groundwork from the earlier portions of this dissertation enable a complex question
like smdt to be resolved in a compact and elegant way.
To solve instances of (F, h) of smdt in which F is not deterministic, the situation is
somewhat more complex, because we must check explicitly whether F ≧h(F ) mod h.
Algorithm 5 shows how to perform this check. After converting to state-determined
normal form, if necessary, the algorithm uses a forward search over pairs of states,
one from each filter, that are reachable by some observation sequence. For each such
pair, we verify that the output colors specified by each filter are the same. For full
generality, we show the algorithm for arbitrary pairs of filters, not just for an F and
its h(F ).
3.4 Hardness of Sensor Minimization
Our treatment of sensor maps raises the question of why it is of interest to consider
a variety of sensor maps. Can one not, instead, simply find the sensor map that is,
in some sense, the ‘most aggressive’ nondestructive map for a given filter? In this
section, we present a hardness result establishing that, unless P = NP , no efficient
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Algorithm 5: EquivalenceModuloMap(F1, F2, h)
1 Convert F1, F2 to state determined form if needed.
2 Initialize queue Q← U0 × V0
3 while Q is not empty do
4 (s1, s2)← Q.pop
5 if c(s1) 6= d(s2) then
6 return False // Output sets are not equal
7 U1 ← RefineLabels(labels leaving s1)
8 U2 ← RefineLabels(labels leaving s2)
9 U ′2 ← { pre-image of each element of U2 under h}
10 L ← Representatives(U1 ∪ U ′2 )
11 for l ∈ L do
12 s′1 ← state that F1 transitions to on l
13 s′2 ← state that F2 transitions to on h(l)
14 Q.push((s′1, s
′
2)) // To be processed
15 return True
algorithm can find the nondestructive sensor map of minimal image size for a given
filter, even approximately. Specifically, we consider the following decision problem.
Decision Problem: Sensor minimization (SM)
Input: A p-filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 and integer n.
Output: Trueif there exists a set K and a sensor map h : Y → K , nondestructive
for F , with |K| ≤ n. Falseotherwise.
Theorem 1. SM is NP-hard.
Proof. Reduction from the graph 3-coloring problem Graph-3c, which is known to
be NP-complete [106]. Given an instance G of Graph-3c, we construct an instance of
SM, building a filter F = 〈Q, Q0 , Y , τ, C , c〉 as follows: Use one observation in Y for
each vertex of G, so that Y = V (G). For the output space C, select {0, 1, 2}. Assign
an arbitrary but fixed ordering to the edges E(G). For each edge e ∈ E(G) connecting
nodes v and w, insert three states ie, se, and te, whose names mnemonically indicate
‘initial,’ ‘source node,’ and ‘target node,’ into Q. Assign output colors c(ie) = {0},
c(se) = {1}, and c(te) = {2}. Add an F -edge labeled with the observation set {v}
from ie to se. Likewise, add an F -edge labeled with the observation set {w} from ie
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to te. Unless e is the final edge in the ordering, let e′ denote the next G-edge in the
arbitrary ordering, and add F -edges labeled {v, w} from se to ie′ and from te to ie′ .
For the first edge e ∈ E(G) in the ordering, designate ie as the single initial node q0.
Select n = 3.
Figure 3.7 shows an example instance of Graph-3c, and Figure 3.8 shows the
corresponding filter. The construction takes time linear in the size of G. It remains
to show that G is 3-colorable if and only if F has a nondestructive sensor map with
image size 3.
Assume that G is 3-colorable. Let h : V (G)→ {0, 1, 2} be a 3-coloring of G. Since
Y = V (G), we can use this color function directly as a sensor map for F . Note that
h(F ) is state-determined: The only states with multiple out-edges are the ie states,
and since h is a coloring of G, the two observations labeling these edges in F must
map to different values under h. Therefore, h is a nondestructive sensor map for h
with image size 3.
For the other direction, assume F has a nondestructive sensor map h with image
size 3. We argue that this h forms a valid 3-coloring of G. Suppose, to the contrary,
that h is not a valid 3-coloring of G. Then there must exist some edge e ∈ E(G),
connecting two nodes v and w, such that h(v) = h(w). But in that case, in h(F ),
from the node ie there are two out-edges, both with the same label h(v), leading to
differently-colored states, namely se and te, with output colors 1 and 2 respectively.
In contrast, the original F is state-determined. Therefore h is destructive of F , a
contradiction.
Finally, since Graph-3c is polynomial-time reducible to SM, we conclude that
SM is NP-hard.
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Figure 3.7: [Left] An example instance of the 3-coloring problem. [Right] A coloring
of that graph using three colors.
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Figure 3.8: [top] The filter constructed from the graph coloring problem in Figure 3.7.
[bottom] The result of applying a map under which a 7→ x, b 7→ y, c 7→ x, and d 7→ z.
This mapped filter is equivalent to the original filter, modulo this map. Because this
filter has a non-destructive map with image of size 3, the graph in Figure 3.7 can be
colored with 3 colors.
Note, a fortiori, that the proof of Theorem 1 does not depend any essential way
on the specific number 3. In fact the chromatic number of the graph coloring instance
and the image size of the smallest nondestructive sensor map for the corresponding
filter are always equal. Combined with known results on the inapproximability of
chromatic numbers [107], this leads directly to the following stronger result.
Corollary 1. The optimization problem of finding, for a given filter, the nondestruc-
tive sensor map with the smallest image size, is NP-hard to approximate to within
n1−ǫ.
Case study
The following simple scenario illustrates the utility of the machinery developed in this
dissertation. We wish to have an iRobot Roomba vacuum cleaning robot follow walls
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Forward
Reverse
Turn
Figure 3.9: A visual representation of the filter (Ideal) that solves navigation prob-
lem for the Roomba where edge labels are subsets of R5, and the values in each
vertex are velocities that the robot executes for some small finite time. (The δij is
the Kronecker delta, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.)
(on its port side) while avoiding negative obstacles. See Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2.
Five range sensors on the robot provide sufficient information to carry out this basic
task. We approach this problem by constructing a filter whose outputs are actions
for the robot, and then we are able to analyze the effect of sensor maps on this filter
with our implementation of the algorithms described in the earlier sections of this
dissertation.
We begin by describing the set of observations for idealized versions of the robot’s
sensors. Each of {w, c1, c2, c3, c4} is fundamentally a device that measures distance,
so it is useful to model each output with a real number that represents the range
reading; naturally, the product of these five sensors gives a label space with R5. Each
state in the filter produces an output that is interpreted as velocity commands—linear
as ẋ and angular as θ̇. The filter is shown pictorially in Figure 3.9.
From this a series of filters are constructed via transformations that coarsen the
label space. Sensor map h (detailed below) applied to the Ideal filter, gives a filter
Create (Signals), whose labels are based on the data that can be read from the
physical sensors through the software interface (see [108]). Sensor map f (also below)
transforms Create (Signals) into Create (Symbols) representing a second level
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Table 3.1: A hierarchy of filters for the iRobot Create.
Name Observation Space Notes
Ideal R × R × R × R × R



y
h = clipToRange(·)
Create (Signals) [0, 1023] × [0, 4095]4 Ranges from [108, pg.27].



y
f = thresholdT (·) (T = 10 and 20 for w and ci resp.)
Create (Symbols) {0, 1} × {0, 1}4 cf. [108, pgs.22–23].



y
g = min(·)
Combined Sensor {0, 1}



y
k = 0 (Constant map)
Sensorless {0} (Destructive)
of abstraction —in this case, a quantization based on thresholding— available through
the robot’s hardware interface. Map g further reduces the set of labels, while the final
map we define, k, is destructive. Table 3.1 collects this information. The rows in the
table also summarize the relationships visually. Starting from Ideal one produces
the others via composition of the sensor maps, for example, Combined Sensor
results from applying map the g ◦ f ◦ h. The conclusion that only the final map to a
sensorless model is destructive, shows that for this filter, neither the specific distance
measurements nor the individual identities of the sensors themselves are necessary.
A robot designed exclusively for this task could, therefore, likely be designed to be
simpler than a Create. In fact, as long as the robot’s sensor perceives the presence
or absence of the obstacles — that is, a binary sensor — it can accomplish this task.
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Chapter 4
Preliminaries: Basic Definitions
To introduce the problem that we tackle in this dissertation, in this chapter we present
our model for robot-environment interactions (p-graphs) and the model for how these
interactions can be altered (label maps). Many of the concepts presented here (which
originally appeared in WAFR 2016 [10] and IJRR [9]) are generalizations of the ones
presented in Chapter 3.
4.1 Procrustean Graphs
We model the world using p-graphs, which represent the robot’s interactions with
its environment as a sequence of actions and observations, the former executed by
the robot, the latter being responses the robot receives through its sensors from the
environment after performing each action.
Definition 11 (p-graph). A procrustean graph (p-graph) is an edge-labelled bipartite
directed graph in which
1. the finite vertex set, of which each member is called a state, can be partitioned
into two disjoint parts, called the action vertices Vu and the observation vertices
Vy, with V = Vu ∪ Vy,
2. each edge e originating at an action vertex is labeled with a set of actions U(e)
and leads to an observation vertex,
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3. each edge e originating at an observation vertex is labeled with a set of obser-
vations Y (e) and leads to an action vertex, and
4. a non-empty set of states V0 are designated as initial states, which may be either
exclusively action states (V0 ⊆ Vu) or exclusively observation states (V0 ⊆ Vy).
The general intuition is to encode an interaction between an agent or robot (which
selects actions) and its environment (which dictates the observations made by the
robot).
Labels are sets of either exclusively actions or exclusively observations. We write
U , called the action space, to represent the union of all labels attached to the outgoing
edges from all action vertices. Similarly, we write Y , called the observation space, to
represent the union of all labels attached to the outgoing edges from all observation
vertices.
The labels for each edge e, either U(e) or Y (e), need not be finite sets. We instead
rely on the availability of the simple operations described in Section 3.2.
A small example p-graph, intended to illustrate the basic intuition, appears in
Figure 4.1. It models the Roomba-like robot illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 that
uses single-bit wall and cliff sensors to navigate through an environment. Action
states are shown as unshaded squares; observation states are shaded circles. Action
labels are subsets of [0, 500]×[0, 500], of which each element specifies velocities for the
robot’s left and right drive wheels, expressed in mm/s. Observations are bit strings
of length 2, in which the left bit is the output of the wall sensor, and the right bit is
the output of the cliff sensor.
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{00}
{10}
{0} × [50, 100]
[50, 100]× [50, 100]
{01, 11}
[−25, 0]× [−50,−25]
Figure 4.1: An example p-graph that models behavior in which the robot follows
a wall while avoiding negative obstacles in Figure 1.2. This graph, and those that
follow, have solid circles to represent elements of Vu, and empty squares for Vy. The
arcs are labelled with sets; those that leave the central vertex have two digits, the first
digit is ‘1’ iff the wall is detected by the IR sensor on the left-hand side; the second
digit is ‘1’ iff the downward pointing IR sensor detects a cliff. The actions, on the
edges leaving squares, represent sets of left and right wheel velocities, respectively.
4.2 Properties of P-graphs
At the most general level, we can view a p-graph as an implicit definition of a language
of strings in which actions and observations alternate. The following definitions make
this precise.
Definition 12 (event). An event is an action or an observation.
Definition 13 (transitions to). For a given p-graph G and two states v, w ∈ V (G),
an event sequence e1 · · · ek transitions in G from v to w if there exists a sequence of
states v1, . . . , vk+1, such that v1 = v, vk+1 = w, and for each i = 1, . . . , k, there exists
an edge vk
Ek−→ vk+1 for which ek ∈ Ek.
Note that v and w need not be distinct: for every v, the empty sequence transitions
in G from v to v. Longer cycles may result in non-empty sequences of states that
start at some v and return.
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Definition 14 (valid). For a given p-graph G and a state v ∈ V (G), an event
sequence e1 · · · ek is valid from v if there exists some w ∈ V (G) for which e1 · · · ek
transitions from v to w.
Observe that the empty sequence is valid from all states in any p-graph.
Definition 15 (execution). An execution on a p-graph G is an event sequence valid
from some start state in V0(G).
The preceding definitions prescribe when a sequence is valid on a p-graph, placing
few restrictions on the sets involved. There are several instances of ‘choices’ recogniz-
able as forms of non-determinism: (i) there may be multiple elements in V0; (ii) from
any v ∈ Vu some u may be an element in sets on multiple outgoing action edges;
(iii) similarly, from any w ∈ Vy some y may qualify for multiple outgoing observation
edges.
Figure 4.2 presents concrete realizations of several of the preceding definitions in a
single scenario. A robot moves in a pentagonal environment. Information—at least at
a certain level of abstraction—describing the structure of the environment, operation
of the robot’s sensors, its actuators, and their inter-relationships is represented in the
p-graph associated with the scenario. Both filtering and planning can be posed as
problems on the p-graph representation in terms of valid event sequences.
Thus far, other than the potentially infinite action- and observation-alphabets and
their specific alternating structure, the definitions are close to classic formal language
theory. The set of executions on G are taken to comprise L(G), the language induced
by p-graph G. Also, since V0(G) ⊆ V (G), the language of every p-graph includes the
empty sequence.
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{y1}
{u1}
{u1}
{y1}
{u1}
{y2}
{y1}
{u1}
{u2}
{y2}
{y1}
{u1}
Figure 4.2: [Left] A robot wanders around a pentagonal environment; the segment
with the lightning-bolt contains a battery charger. [Right] A p-graph model of this
world.
Properties of Pairs of P-graphs
In Section 4.3, we model both planning problems and plans themselves as p-graphs.
The next definitions will be helpful for formalizing the relationships between those
two p-graphs.
Definition 16 (joint-execution). An event sequence e1 · · · ek is a joint-execution on
a pair of p-graphs G and W if it is an execution in both G and W .
These are the executions that make use of labels and transitions in both p-graphs,
and the joint-executions make up the intersection of their respective languages.
Definition 17 (finite on). A p-graph G is finite on p-graph W if there exists an
integer k that bounds the length of every joint-execution of G and W .
There are two types of p-graph: those that start by producing an action, and
those that start by receiving an observation.
Definition 18 (akin). Two p-graphs are akin if both have initial states that are action
states, or have initial states that are observation states.
A stronger notion of the relationship between two p-graphs is safety, which has
no simple analogy to a property on the languages involved.
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Definition 19 (safe). P-graph G is safe on p-graph W if G is akin to W and if, for
every joint-execution e1 · · · ek on G and W , the following property holds: For every
state v ∈ V (G) reached by e1 · · · ek in G, and every state w ∈ V (W ) reached by
e1 · · · ek in W , from every possible initial state, we have
1. if v is an action state, then for every action u associated with an edge in G
originating at v, there exists an edge e in W originating at w, for which u ∈
U(e), and
2. if v is an observation state, then for every observation y associated with an edge
in W originating at w, there exists an edge e in G originating at v, for which
y ∈ Y (e).
The intuition is that if P is safe on Q, then P never executes any action that is
not allowed by Q, and is always prepared to respond to any observation that may
arrive if chosen by Q.
Constructions of New P-graphs
In this section, we give two examples of constructive operations, applicable to the
p-graph structure, which produce new p-graphs as output.
Definition 20 (union of p-graphs). The union of two p-graphs U and W , each akin
to the other, denoted by U ⊎W , is the p-graph constructed by including both sets of
vertices, both sets of edges, and with initial states equal to V0(U) ∪ V0(W ).
The intuition is to form a graph that allows, via the nondeterministic selection of
the start state, executions that belong to either U or W .
Definition 21 (state-determined). A p-graph P is in a state-determined presentation
if |V0(P )| = 1 and from every action vertex u ∈ Vu, the edges e1u, e
2
u, . . . , e
ℓ
u originating
at u bear disjoint labels: U(eiu)∩U(e
j
u) = ∅, i 6= j, and from every observation vertex
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y ∈ Vy, the edges e
1
y, e
2
y, . . . , e
m
y originating at y bear disjoint labels: Y (e
i
y) ∩ Y (e
j
y) =
∅, i 6= j.
The intuition is that in a p-graph in a state-determined presentation it is easy to
determine whether an event sequence is an execution: one starts at the unique initial
state and always has an unambiguous edge to follow. We note, however, that the
p-graph with a state-determined presentation for some set of executions need not be
unique.
Given any p-graph it is possible to construct a new p-graph that has the same
set of executions on it, but which is in a state-determined presentation. The basic
idea is a forward search that performs a powerset construction on the input p-graph,
very similar to state-determined expansion algorithm presented in Section 11 for p-
filters. We begin by constructing a single state to represent the “superposition” of
all initial states, and push that onto a empty queue. While the queue has elements,
remove a vertex and examine the edges leaving the set of vertices associated with it
in the original input p-graph. The labels on those edges are refined by constructing a
partition of the set spanned by the union of the labels in a way that the subsequent
sets of states in the input p-graph is clear. Edges are formed with the refined sets
connecting to their target vertices, constructing new ones as necessary, and placing
these in the queue.
4.3 Plans and Planning Problems
While a p-graph induces a structured state space, further enrichment is needed in
order to talk meaningfully about plans and planning problems.
Definition 22 (planning problem). A planning problem is a p-graph G equipped with
a goal region Vgoal ⊆ V (G).
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The idea is that for a pair that make up the planning problem, the p-graph
describes the setting and form in which decisions must be made, while the Vgoal
characterizes what must be achieved.
Definition 23 (plan). A plan is a p-graph P equipped with a termination region
Vterm ⊆ V (P ).
The intuition is that the out-edges of each action state of the plan show one or more
actions that may be taken from that point—if there is more than one such action, the
robot selects one nondeterministically—and the out-edges of each observation state
show how the robot should respond to the observations received from the environment.
If the robot reaches a state in its termination region, it may decide to terminate there
and declare success, or it may decide to continue on normally. We can now establish
the core relationship between planning problems and plans.
Definition 24 (solves). A plan (P, Pterm) solves the planning problem (W, Vgoal) if P
is finite and safe on W , and every joint-execution e1 · · · ek of P on W either reaches a
vertex in Pterm, or is a prefix of some execution that reaches Pterm and, moreover, all
the e1 · · · ek that reach a vertex v ∈ V (P ) with v ∈ Pterm, reach a vertex w ∈ V (W )
with w ∈ Vgoal.
To illustrate the above definitions, see Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Figure 4.3
shows a toy example of a planning problem along with its p-graph representation,
and Figure 4.4 shows a plan which solves that planning problem.
We can construct a planning problem from the p-graph of Figure 4.2, along with a
goal region consisting of only the fully-charged state reached by action u2. Figure 4.5
shows a plan that solves this problem.
However, that plan, a cycle of three actions, is a bit surprising since it will take the
robot along three full laps around its environment before terminating. The existence
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G
S
{up}
{0}
{0} {right} {0}
{up}
{0}
{up}
{right}
{0}
{0}
{0}
{0}
{up}
{right}
{right}
{0}
{right}
{0}
{up}
{up}
{right}
{Terminate}
{1}
{1}
Figure 4.3: A very small, simple planning problem. [Left] A grid environment with
initial node S, goal region cells G and a set of obstacle cells. The robot can move in
two directions, up and right, and has a goal sensor. [Right] The problem of moving
from S to G in the grid is encoded as a p-graph. Circle nodes are observation nodes
and square nodes are action nodes. Observation 0 means the robot is not in the goal
region and observation 1 indicates that the robot is in the goal region.
{up}
{up}
{up}
{0}{0}
{right}
{right}
{0} {right}
{0}{0}
{0}
{1}
{1}
{Terminate}
Figure 4.4: A plan that solves the planning problem of Figure 4.3.
of such bizarre plans motivates our consideration of homomorphic plans, which behave
rather more sensibly, in Section 4.4.
Given a plan (P, Pterm) and a planning problem (W, Vgoal), we can decide whether
(P, Pterm) solves (W, Vgoal) in a relatively straightforward way. First, we convert
both P and W into state-determined presentations, using the technique described in
Section 4.2. Then, the algorithm conducts a forward search using a queue of ordered
pairs (v, w), in which v ∈ V (P ) and w ∈ V (W ), beginning from the (unique, due to
Definition 21) start states of each. For each state pair (v, w) reached by the search,
we can test each of the properties required by Definition 24:
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Vterm
{y1, y2}
{y1, y2}
{u2}
{u1}
{u1}
{u1}
{y2}
{y1}
Figure 4.5: A plan that directs the robot of Figure 4.2 to its charging station, along
a path that exhibits more motion than is strictly necessary.
• If P and W are not akin, return false.
• If (v, w) has been visited by the search before, then we have detected the pos-
sibility of returning to the same situation multiple times in a single execution.
This indicates that P is not finite on W . Return false.
• If v and w fail the conditions of Definition 19 (that is, if v is missing an obser-
vation that appears in w, or w omits an action that appears in v) then P is not
safe on W . Return false.
• If v is a sink state not in Pterm, or w is a sink state not in Vgoal, then we have
detected an execution that does not achieve the goal. Return false.
• If v ∈ Pterm and w /∈ Vgoal, then the plan might terminate outside the goal
region. Return false.
If none of these conditions hold, then we continue the forward search, adding to the
queue each state pair (v′, w′) reached by a single event from (v, w). Finally, if the
queue is exhausted, then—knowing that no other state pair can be reached by any
execution—we can correctly conclude that (P, Pterm) does solve (W, Vgoal).
It may perhaps be surprising that both planning problems and plans are defined by
giving a p-graph, along with a set of states at which executions should end. We view
this symmetry as a feature—not a bug—in the sense that it clearly illuminates the
duality between the robot and the environment with which it interacts. Observations
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can be viewed as merely “actions taken by nature” and vice versa. At an extreme,
the planning problem and the plan may be identical:
Lemma 5 (self-solving plans). If P is a p-graph which is acyclic and the set of its
sink nodes is Vsink, then (P, Vsink) is both a planning problem and a plan. Moreover,
(P, Vsink) solves (P, Vsink).
Proof. The plan is obviously finite and safe on itself. As joint-executions are essen-
tially just executions, the result follows from the fact that every execution on P either
reaches an element of Vsink, or is the prefix of one that does.
We have described, in Definitions 20–21, operations to construct new p-graphs
out of old ones. We can extend these in natural ways to apply to plans.
Definition 25 (∪-product of plans). The ∪-product of plans (U, Vterm) and (W, Vterm′),
with U and W akin, is a plan (U ⊎W, Vterm ∪ Vterm′).
Theorem 2 (state-determined ∪-products). Given two plans (P, Pterm) and (Q, Qterm),
with P and Q akin, construct a new plan whose p-graph, denoted R, is the expansion
of P ⊎Q into a state-determined presentation. Recall that the expansion means that
every state s ∈ V (R) corresponds to sets Ps ⊆ V (P ) and Qs ⊆ V (Q) of states in the
original p-graphs (either possibly empty, but not both). Define a termination region
Rterm as follows:
Rterm := {s ∈ V (R) | (Ps 6= ∅ ∧ Ps − Pterm = ∅) ∨ (Qs 6= ∅ ∧Qs −Qterm = ∅)} .
Then (R, Rterm) is equivalent to (P ⊎ Q, Pterm ∪ Qterm), in the sense that they have
identical sets of executions on them, and moreover that any problem solved by the
former is also solved by the latter.
Proof. The result follows directly from the executions that underly the state-determined
expansion, and the definition of the ∪-product.
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This result illustrates how the state-determined expansion is useful — it permits
a construction that captures the desired behavioral properties and, by working from
a standardized presentation, can do this directly by examining states rather than
posing questions quantified over the set of executions.
4.4 Homomorphic Solutions
The following are a subclass of all solutions to a planning problem.
Definition 26 (homomorphic solution). For a plan (P, Vterm) that solves planning
problem (W, Vgoal), consider the relation R ⊆ V (P ) × V (W ), in which (v, w) ∈ R if
and only if there exists a joint execution on P and W that can end at v in P and
in w in W . A plan for which this relation is a function is called an homomorphic
solution.
The name for this class of solutions comes via analogy to the homomorphisms —
that is, structure-preserving maps— which arise in algebra. In this context, an ho-
momorphic solution is one for which each state in the plan corresponds to exactly
one state in the planning problem.
Recall Figure 4.5, which shows a cyclic solution that involves tracing around the
cyclic planning problem multiple times, until the least common multiple of their
cycle lengths is found, in this case a series of 30 states in each graph. This plan is not
an homomorphic solution, because each plan state corresponds to multiple problem
states. However, a simpler plan, depicted in Figure 4.6, can be formed in which each
plan state maps to only one problem state. This solution is therefore an homomorphic
one.
The preceding example is a particular instance of a more general pattern.
Theorem 3. If there exists a plan to solve a planning problem, then there exists a
homomorphic solution.
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Vterm
{u1}
{y1}
{u1}
{y2}
{y1}
{u1}
{u2}
{y2}
{y1}
{u1}
Figure 4.6: An alternative, more direct plan that solves the problem of navigating
Figure 4.2’s robot to its charger. This plan is an homomorphic solution.
Proof. Suppose (P, Pterm) is a solution to (W, Vgoal). If every joint-execution arriving
at v in P arrives at the same w in W , then (v, w) ∈ R is a function, so (P, Pterm) is
a homomorphic solution.
Thus, consider the cases for which there are elements (v, w) ∈ R and (v, y) ∈ R,
with w 6= y. Let Rlast ⊂ R be the relation where (vp, vw) ∈ Rlast iff there is a joint-
execution e1 · · · ek arriving at vp on P and vw on W , and there are no joint-executions
which extend the execution (e.g., e1 · · · ek · · · em, m > k) that arrive at vw again.
Then construct a new plan (Q, Qterm) with V (Q) = V (W ) and V0(Q) = V0(W ).
For all edges departing v ∈ P associated with w ∈ Q where (v, w) ∈ Rlast, we
collect the label sets by unioning them to form Ve. Then edges departing w are
included in Q by carrying over edges from W , intersecting Ve with all the labels of
edges departing w, and dropping those for which the result is empty. Finally, an
element w is included in Qterm if there is a v ∈ Pterm with (v, w) ∈ Rlast. Then
(Q, Qterm) is a solution to (W, Vgoal) because, though (P, Pterm) and (Q, Qterm) have
different sets of executions, every execution on P that reaches Pterm is transformed
into another on Q reaching Qterm (and Vgoal). Moreover, this ensures that R is a
bijection, so that (Q, Qterm) is an homomorphic solution to (W, Vgoal).
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As we will discuss in the next chapter, the notion of homomorphic solutions is a
key concept in determining whether or not a suite of sensors and actuators is capable
of accomplishing a specific task.
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Chapter 5
The Boundary of Non-destructiveness
“Thus the aim [...] is to draw a limit to thought, or rather—not to thought,
but to the expression of thoughts: for in order to be able to draw a limit to
thought, we should have to find both sides of the limit thinkable (i.e. we
should have to be able to think what cannot be thought).”
— Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus [109]
As discussed in the previous chapter, p-graphs are capable of representing several
structures of interest. The next question is how they might enable a roboticist to
evaluate tentative designs and to better understand solution space trade-offs. One
class of interesting design-time questions arises when one considers how modifications
to a given robot’s capabilities alter the planning and estimation efforts that the robot
must undertake.
5.1 Label Maps
We formalize modifications to a robot’s sensors or actuators as changes to the p-graph.
Similar to the definition of sensor maps presented in the Chapter 3, we consider a
class of such changes in the form of a transformation from one p-graph to another,
expressing a change in capabilities by transforming sets of actions and observations
to new ones.
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Definition 27 (action, observation, and label maps). An action map is a function
hu : U → U ′ mapping from an action space U to a different action space U ′. Likewise,
an observation map is a function hy : Y → Y ′ mapping from an observation space Y
to a different observation space Y ′. A label map combines an action map hu and a
sensor map hy:
h(a) =









hu(a) if a ∈ U
hy(a) if a ∈ Y
.
Definition 28 (label maps on sets and p-graphs). Given a label map h, its extension
to sets is a function that applies the map to a set of labels:
h(E) =
⋃
e∈E
h(e).
The extension to p-graphs is a function that mutates p-graphs by replacing each edge
label E with h(E). We write h(P ) for application of h to p-graph P .
In other words, given a label map h and a p-graph P , we say h is applied on P , if
for each label l in the p-graph, we replace each e ∈ l with h(e). The resulting p-graph
is denoted as h(P ).
The definition of label maps is presented in a more general form in another
work [10], that can model a broader set of possible changes to a system. For ex-
ample, if the action or observation space is R, then to represent a label map on such
an event space, we might, for example, take bounding polynomials p1(x) and p2(x),
and define h(x) = {x′ | p1(x) ≤ x′ ≤ p2(x)}. Given a finite-union-of-intervals label
ℓ ⊂ R, we can evaluate this kind of h by decomposing h into monotone sections,
selecting the minimal and maximal values of p1 and p2 within that range, and com-
puting the union of the results across all of the monotone sections (Figure 5.1 shows
an example). In this dissertation, however, the above definition for label maps is used
due to its simplicity and sufficiency for the range of applications we study.
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x1 x3
p2(x3)
x2
p2(x2)
p1(x3)
p2(x1)
p1(x1)
p1(x2)
Figure 5.1: A label map from R to 2R may be described by functions p1 and p2 as
lower and upper bounds, respectively. The marked vertical interval, spanning p1(x1)
to p2(x2) illustrates the image of h across the monotone segment from x1 to x2. Values
for other monotone segments would be computed similarly.
Label maps allow one to express weakening of capabilities as follows. If multiple
elements in the domain of h(·) map to sets that are not disjoint, this expresses a
conflation of two elements that formerly were distinct.
Further, when the image of element E is a set with multiple constituents, this
also expresses the fact that planning becomes more challenging.
5.2 Destructiveness
If a label map can express a change in a p-graph, the question is whether this change
matters. One can pose this question meaningfully for planning problems as the added
ingredients provide semantics that yield the notion of solubility.
Definition 29 (destructive and non-destructive). A label map h is destructive on
a set of solutions S to planning problem (G, Vgoal) if, for every plan (P, Vterm) ∈ S,
(h(P ), Vterm) cannot solve (h(G), Vgoal). We say that h is non-destructive on S if for
every plan (P, Vterm) ∈ S, (h(P ), Vterm) does solve (h(G), Vgoal).
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Intuitively, destructiveness requires that the label map break all existing solutions;
non-destructiveness requires that the label map break none of them.
Definition 29 depends on a selection of some class of solutions. Of particular
interest is the maximal case, in which every solution is part of the class.
Definition 30 (strongly destructive and strongly non-destructive). A label map h is
strongly (non-)destructive on a planning problem (G, Vgoal) if it is (non-)destructive
on the set of all solutions to (G, Vgoal).
Note that, while strong destructiveness may be decided by attempting to generate
a plan for h(G) (perhaps by backchaining from Vgoal), strong non-destructiveness
may be quite difficult to verify in general, if only due to the sheer variety of extant
solutions. (Recall Figure 4.5, which solves its problem in an unexpected way.) The
next results, while not sufficient in general to decide whether a map is strongly non-
destructive, do perhaps shed some light on how that might be accomplished.
Lemma 6 (label maps preserve safety). If P is safe on G, then for any label map h,
h(P ) is safe on h(G).
Proof. Consider each pair of states (v, w), with v ∈ V (P ) and w ∈ V (G) reached by
some joint-execution on P and G. Suppose for simplicity that v is an action state.
(The opposite case is similar.) Let E1 denote the union of all labels for edges outgoing
from v, and likewise E2 for labels of edges outgoing from w. Since P is safe on G, we
have E1 ⊆ E2. Then, in h(P ) and h(G), observe that
h(E1) =
⋃
e∈E1
h(e) ⊆
⋃
e∈E2
h(e) = h(E2),
and conclude that h(P ) is safe on h(G).
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Lemma 7 (label maps never introduce homomorphism). If (P, Pterm) is a non-
homomorphic solution to (G, Vgoal) then no label map h results in (h(P ), Pterm) being
an homomorphic solution to (h(G), Vgoal).
Proof. Since (P, Pterm) is a non-homomorphic solution to (G, Vgoal), there exist two
joint-executions e1 · · · ek and e′1 · · · e
′
m on P and G such that both arrive at v ∈ V (P )
in P , but on G, the former arrives at w ∈ V (G) and the latter arrives at w′ ∈ V (G)
with w 6= w′.
Now, given any h(·), pick any particular sequence (h1 ∈ h(e1)) · · · (hk ∈ h(ek)),
and (h′1 ∈ h(e
′
1)) · · · (h
′
m ∈ h(e
′
m)), making choices arbitrarily. These are joint-executions
on h(P ) and h(G). Application of the label map means there is a way of tracing both
(h1 ∈ h(e1)) · · · (hk ∈ h(ek)) and (h′1 ∈ h(e
′
1)) · · · (h
′
m ∈ h(e
′
m)) on h(P ) to arrive at v,
while there is a way of tracing the former on h(G) to arrive at w, and the latter at
w′. So (h(P ), Pterm) cannot be an homomorphic solution to (h(G), Vgoal).
Theorem 4 (extensive destructiveness). For a planning problem (G, Vgoal), let H
denote the set of homomorphic solutions that problem. Then any label map that is
destructive on H is strongly destructive.
Proof. Since h is destructive on H, we know that (h(G), Vgoal) can only have homo-
morphic solutions if some formerly non-homomorphic solution can become an ho-
momorphic one under h, but Lemma 7 precludes that eventuality. This implies,
via Theorem 3, that no plan solves h(G). Therefore h is strongly destructive on
(G, Vgoal).
The interesting thing here is that Theorem 4 shows that the class of homomorphic
solutions plays a special role in the space of all plans: By examining the behavior of h
on H, we can gain some insight into its behavior on the space of all plans. Informally,
H seems to function as a ‘kernel’ of the space of all plans.
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We are interested in identifying the strongly destructive maps for a given planning
problem. The next theorem shows that we can do so by applying the map on the
planning problem itself, and checking whether the new planning problem has any
solutions.
Theorem 5 (checking strong destructiveness). Given a planning problem (G, Vgoal)
for which at least one solution exists, along with a label map h, if no plan exists that
solves (h(G), Vgoal) then h is strongly destructive on (G, Vgoal).
Proof. Since (G, Vgoal) has at least one solution, then, via Theorem 3 there exists a
homomorphic solution. Since (h(G), Vgoal) has no solution, therefore (h(G), Vgoal) has
no homomorphic solution. Consequently, h is destructive on (G, Vgoal)’s homomorphic
solutions. Therefore h is strongly destructive on (G, Vgoal), via Theorem 4.
To decide if there exists a solution for a planning problem (G, Vgoal), one can run
a backchaining algorithm on G. The algorithm constructs a solution incrementally
by identifying nodes in the planning problem from which we can guarantee to reach
the goal, starting with Vgoal.
The pseudocode for the backchaining algorithm is presented in Algorithm 6. In the
first line, the p-graph of the planning problem will be converted to a state-determined
equivalent p-graph, where each node’s outgoing edges have disjoint labels. For any
given p-graph an equivalent state-determined p-graph exists, and an algorithm to
generate it is presented in Chapter 3. In Algorithm 6, each action node will be added
to that solution if any of its outgoing edges is connected to a node that has previously
been added to the solution (Line 9). For observation nodes, each observation node
will be added to a solution if all of its outgoing edges are connected to a node that
is already in the solution (Line 13). This different treatment is based on the fact
that in observation nodes, what observation the sensor gets is unknown, therefore,
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Algorithm 6: Solvable( (G, Vgoal) )
1 G← G.ToStateDetermined()
2 Solution← ∅
3 for v in Vgoal do
4 Solution.add(v)
5 Changed← False
6 while NOT Changed do
7 Changed← False
8 for v in V (G) do
9 if v is an ‘action’ node then
10 if exists a v′ ∈ V (G) that v is connected to and v′ ∈ Solution then
11 Solution.add(v)
12 Changed← True
13 if v is an ‘observation’ node then
14 if All nodes v′1...v
′
k that v is connected to are in Solution then
15 Solution.add(v)
16 Changed← True
17 if all v ∈ V0 are in Solution then return True
18 return False
any plan that solves the planning problem should be able to solve it for all possible
observations it gets in any of its observation nodes.
The algorithm continues until the while loop updates no vertices, then no other
vertex remains to be added to the solution. The final if statement checks whether
all initial vertices have a plan, and if so returns True. Otherwise False is returned.
Now we have the two required pieces that we need: label maps to model possible
changes to the set of actions and observations, and, an algorithm to decide whether
those changes are strongly destructive. Given a planning problem, our goal is to gen-
erate a description of the boundary between those maps that are strongly destructive
on the given planning problem, and those maps which are not. To formally define
the problem the following definitions are required.
Definition 31 (equivalence). We say r and s, which either both are actions or both
are observations, are equivalent under map h, if h−1(h(r)) = h−1(h(s)).
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We have used h−1(S) to denote the preimage set of S. Therefore the equality
above is on sets.
This equivalence relation is important because, for p-graphs with action space U
and observation space Y , we can fully characterize ability of a map to be destructive,
based on the equivalence relation it induces on U ∪ Y . That is, by considering all
partitions of U ∪ Y , we can effectively consider all label maps on that p-graph. Each
element of each such partition is an equivalence class of some r ∈ U ∪ Y under
the maps that induce that partition. The intuition is that members of equivalence
classes are indistinguishable, since they are mapped to a common element. Using the
definition of equivalence, we define the refinement relation in the usual way.
Definition 32 (refinement relation). Given two maps, h : U1 ∪ Y1 → U ′1 ∪ Y
′
1 and
g : U2 ∪ Y2 → U ′2 ∪ Y
′
2 , we say h is a refinement of g, denoted h ≺ g, if for each label
y′1 ∈ U
′
1 ∪ Y
′
1 , there exists a y
′
2 ∈ U
′
2 ∪ Y
′
2 , such that h
−1(y′1) ⊂ g
−1(y′2). We say maps
h and g are comparable if either h ≺ g or g ≺ h.
If h ≺ g, then map h possesses greater distinctiveness between images of the el-
ements in its domain. In other words, by having more “injective-ness,” h preserves
more information than g when applied to a common set of elements. Therefore g is
more likely to endanger the robot’s ability to reach its goals. The refinement rela-
tion defines a partial order over the set of all maps that could be applied on a p-graph.
Based on these two definitions, now we can define the boundary of non-destructiveness.
Definition 33 (non-destructiveness boundary). Given a planning problem (G, Vgoal),
we say that a map m is on the non-destructiveness boundary if m is not strongly de-
structive and for any other map m′ comparable to m:
1. if m ≺ m′ then m′ is strongly destructive.
2. if m′ ≺ m then m′ is not strongly destructive.
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In the following chapter, we propose a method for learning and representing such
boundaries.
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Chapter 6
Learning to Delineate the Boundary of Non-
Destructiveness
The objective in this dissertation, given a planning problem, is to find those cru-
cial actions or observations or combinations thereof that distinguish the maps on
the non-destructiveness boundary from all other maps. The idea is to find the non-
destructiveness boundary of a planning problem, without performing the destruc-
tiveness test on all possible maps. This is because the space of all possible maps is
extremely large even for comparatively small planning problems, and therefore using
classic search methods will be of no avail.
6.1 Learning the Non-destructiveness Boundary
In this chapter, we describe a method for learning a compact, legible description of
the non-destructiveness boundary for a given planning problem this method originally
appears as an IROS 2018 paper [11]. Our approach uses decision tree induction
along with applications of Theorem 5, which enables us to decide whether a map is
strongly destructive on a planning problem. We generate training data automatically
via random samples from the space of all label maps for the given planning problem.
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6.2 Feature Extraction
Label maps themselves, being two variable functions hu : U → 2U
′
\{∅}, hy : Y →
2Y
′
\{∅}, cannot be used as features directly. Precisely how to do this involves some
freedom of choice and, as will be shown by our experimental results, affects the per-
formance (output quality and running-time) of the whole process. Here we describe
three feature extraction methods:
The Full Pairwise Feature Set
We extract one feature for each pair of distinct actions and each pair of distinct
observations. Specifically, for a given map h over n actions and m observations, we
encode h using the following feature vector
[xu1u2 xu1u3 xu1u4 · · · xu2u3 xu2u4 · · · xun−2un−1 xun−2un · · · xun−1un
xy1y2 xy1y3 xy1y4 · · · xy2y3 xy2y4 · · · xym−2ym−1 xym−2ym · · · xym−1ym ]
in which the former ellipses indicate iteration over all pairs of distinct actions, and
the latter ones over all pairs of distinct observations, for a total of m(m−1)+n(n−1)
features, and
xab =









0 if h(a) = h(b)
1 if h(a) 6= h(b)
.
Each 1 in the feature vector indicates that the corresponding pair of labels is distin-
guishable, and each 0 indicates they are indistinguishable.
For example, given maps h1 and h2, with h1(a) = a′, h1(b) = a′, h1(c) = c′, h1(d) =
d′ and h2(a) = c′, h2(b) = b′, h2(c) = c′, h2(d) = b′. The feature vectors for h1 and h2
will be [0 1 1 1 1 1] and [1 0 1 1 0 1], respectively.
Monotone Feature Set
In considering all pairwise features, one is disregarding any notion of action or ob-
servation locality. To do better, suppose that one has a meaningful ordering on the
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set of labels. Then, for some particular problems, we might expect that compact
sets of labels could be usefully treated equivalently and the (comparatively sparser)
boundaries between those sets might be where important distinctions ought to be
made. In such cases, something like step-function between the sets can encode this
information. The label map itself need not be monotone, but we can bias selection
of features by considering pairs, as in the previous case, but now paying attention
only to neighboring actions and observations. The result is that one has the substan-
tially smaller (n− 1) + (m− 1) vector: [xuiui+1 , xykyk+1 ] where i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, and
k ∈ {1, . . . , m− 1}, with the analogous definition of the basic elements.
Randomized Feature Set
Whatever the observed differences in performance of two feature sets, any comparison
that ignores vastly different sizes inevitably fails to address the question of whether
sparsity is playing an important role. To resolve this dilemma, we introduce a baseline
feature set: [xuiuj , xykyℓ ] where the indices were selected uniformly at random to
produce a subset of the all pairwise features but with only (n−1)+(m−1) elements,
the first term being actions, the second observations.
6.3 Sampling
To form a set of training samples, we generate maps uniformly at random from the
space of all partitions of U ∪ Y . Pseudocode for an algorithm to accomplish this
appears as Algorithm 7. Given the domain of the maps as input, the algorithm’s
first for loop initializes a set equivalence classes with empty sets. The second loop
randomly assigns each element of the domain to one of the classes. The third nested
loop assembles the final map, in which all members of each equivalence class are
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Algorithm 7: GenerateSampleMap(U, Y )
1 h← identity map over U ∪ Y
2 E ← array of size |U |+ |Y |
3 for i = 0 to |U |+ |Y | do
4 E[i]← empty set
5 for x ∈ U ∪ Y do
6 r ← random integer between 0 and |U |+ |Y | − 1
7 E[r].add(x)
8 foreach c ∈ E do
9 foreach e ∈ c, e 6= ∅ do
10 h(e) = c[0]
11 return h
mapped to a common element (without loss of generality, the first member of that
class).
6.4 Feature Selection
The feature vector in the previous section grows quickly and becomes impracticable
for sufficiently large problems. To avoid the effects of enormous vectors on the tree
induction process, we select features by choosing only the most informative features,
removing the features with low variance across the training set. As the features are
boolean, variance is computed via an expression for Bernoulli random variables, where
p is the feature’s probability of being 1 among all the samples, so that V ar[x] =
p(1 − p). We choose a non-negative real number parameter τ , and eliminate any
feature x for which V ar[x] < τ .
6.5 Decision Tree Induction
We use the Classification and Regression Trees algorithm (CART) [110] to induce a
decision tree for the non-destructiveness boundary. The idea is for a given planning
problem, we sample the space of all maps for that problem, generate features for
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each map, apply destructiveness test on all of these maps, and assign classes to each
instances based on the outcome of the test. These automatically labeled instances
become the input to CART. The output of CART is a decision tree, in which each
node is tagged with a pair of actions or a pair of observations. CART builds up
this tree by splitting up the samples using a greedy cost function to determine which
elements make the most distinction between all samples. Therefore, the more crucial
pairs are expected to show up in the higher levels of this tree.
6.6 Experimental Results
We performed a set of experiments to measure the effectiveness of the proposed
methods. The experiments used an Intel Core i7 machine with 4 gigabytes of RAM.
We used the implementation of CART provided by the scikit-learn package [111]. In
all of these experiments, the depth of the induced tree is limited to 7 levels.
Our first experiment used the planning problem of Figure 6.1 left to measure
the classification accuracy. The p-graph of this planning problem is illustrated in
Figure 6.2. For this experiment, we used a variety of sizes of training sets.
Two examples of decision trees learned for this problem, each from a different
training set size, are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. These decision trees confirm
the natural intuition of which actions or observations are more crucial. For example,
in Figure 6.4, the root of the tree determines whether the given map enables the
robot to distinguish between actions right and left or not. If not, any such map is
destructive. This means that if the robot confuses going right with left, it will never
be sure whether it has arrived in the goal region. Similarly for some observations, the
tree checks whether the robot can distinguish being in different cells. For example,
if positions 2 and 3 cannot be distinguished, where the boundary between the goal
region and the rest of the environment lies, if positions 4 and 5 are also conflated, then
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S
G
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Figure 6.1: Two simple scenarios where a robot is equipped with a sensor that mea-
sures the robot’s position with the grid. Movement uncertainty means that actions
may move the robot one or two cells in the desired direction. Movement that might
otherwise take the robot outside the grid boundary, instead stays in the same place.
The starting positions are shown by S and goal regions by G. [Left] A 6×1 grid envi-
ronment, wherein the robot can move left and right. Owing to the action uncertainty,
determining whether the robot is in the goal region or in cells immediately adjacent
is a crucial piece of information for this robot. [Right] A 5 × 5 grid environment,
wherein the robot can move left, right, downwards and upwards. For this problem, a
plan exists that does not rely on any sensor.
Figure 6.2: The p-graph for the planning problem in Figure 6.1 left. Edge labels are
omitted.
such a map would be destructive. This is true because if only 2 and 3 are conflated, a
correct plan still exists in which the robot can move to the right four steps to get rid
of its uncertainty before proceeding to the goal. The tree in Figure 6.4, while trained
with much less sample maps, gives us almost the same information. This shows that
our method, even given a short time, can produce highly informative trees.
In this experiment, we varied the training set size in increments of 2, and per-
formed 100 trials for each training set size. For each trial, we measured the accuracy of
the induced tree using a test set of 50 independently-generated random instances. We
performed separate trials for the pairwise feature set, the monotone feature set, and
a randomized feature set. Figure 6.5 shows the results. We observe that monotone
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h(l) = h(r)
h(2) = h(3)Destructive
h(1) = h(2)
DestructiveNon-destructive
Non-destructive
FalseTrue
Figure 6.3: An example decision tree made for the problem shown in Figure 6.1 left,
when the size of the training set is 20.
h(l) = h(r)
Destructive h(2) = h(3)
h(4) = h(5)
Destructive
Non-destructive
Non-destructive
FalseTrue
Figure 6.4: An example decision tree made for the problem shown in Figure 6.1 left,
when the size of the training set is 100.
and pairwise feature sets perform roughly equivalently, significantly outperforming
the random feature set.
A similar experiment was done for the planning problem of Figure 6.1 right. An
example of a decision tree learned for this problem is illustrated in Figure 6.6. As
it can be seen, in the tree of Figure 6.6, if actions left and right or upwards and
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Figure 6.5: Accuracy versus size of the training set for the planning problem of the
grid environment in Figure 6.1 left, using different feature selection methods. The
bars represent one standard deviation of uncertainty.
downwards are conflated, this results in destructiveness. In this problem, the robot
can reach the goal without relying on any sensor (for example, by moving two steps
upwards and two steps to the right). In Figure 6.7 the accuracy results versus different
sizes of the training set for this problem, using the same experimental setup as for
Figure 6.5, are shown. In this case, no clear trend to distinguish the three feature
sets is evident.
The results so far, though only for a small selection of problem instances, are
suggestive that the monotone feature set in particular performs approximately as
well as the full pairwise feature set. In another experiment, we constructed a family
of planning problems analogous to the 5 × 5 example in Figure 6.1 right, but with
grid sizes ranging up to 13× 13. We used both the full pairwise feature set and the
monotone feature set to induce decision trees for these problems using a training set
of size 50. The results, which are illustrated in Figure 6.8, show a clear advantage in
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h(u) = h(r)
Non-destructiveDestructive Non-destructiveDestructive
h(l) = h(r)
h(d) = h(u)
h(d) = h(r)
h(l) = h(u)
Destructive
Destructive
h(l) = h(u)h(l) = h(d)Non-destructiveDestructive
FalseTrue
Figure 6.6: An example decision tree made for the problem shown in Figure 6.1 right,
from a training set of size 100. There are no nodes in the tree that check the possible
confusion between a pair of observations. In other words, in this problem the robot
requires no sensors to reach its goal.
scalability for the monotone feature set as the size of the input p-graph increases. This
observation, combined with our earlier observation that reducing to the monotone
feature set does not seem to have a significant impact on the accuracy of the induced
trees, indicates that the monotone features are indeed successful in enabling our
approach to handle larger scale problems.
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Figure 6.7: Accuracy versus size of the training set for the planning problem of the
grid environment in Figure 6.1 right, using different feature selection methods.
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Figure 6.8: The induction time (in seconds) versus the number of states, using all
features (red) and monotone features (green). We performed this experiment on n×n
grid environments where one of the center cells was the initial position and the bottom
left and upper right cells were the goal region. For these n × n planning problems,
there are 2n2 states in the corresponding p-graph.
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Chapter 7
Incorporating Domain Knowledge into robot
design tools
In Chapter 6, we proposed a sampling-based method to tackle the problem of finding
the boundary of non-destructiveness. We utilized the concept of label map presented
in Chapter 4 to capture the idea of modification in the set of sensors and actuators
a robot is equipped with. Instead of trying to directly compute the destructiveness
boundary, we identified those observations and actions that determine destructive-
ness. This was done by sampling the space of all maps, testing the destructiveness of
the sampled maps, and then inducing a decision tree model using those results. The
results are promising, however, that method doesn’t scale very well as the complexity
of problem increases.
In this chapter, based on the same idea, we make the scale of some of the in-
teresting planning problems a co-design algorithm can solve substantially larger. To
do this, we propose three different classes of problems, and their corresponding ap-
proaches. Depending on the structure of the problem and the type of possible changes
that can take place on the suite of actuators and sensors of a robot, the subset of the
space the algorithm needs to sample from could get substantially smaller. This is the
first reason why domain specific information makes the learning process faster. The
second reason comes from the fact that the samples extracted from this subspace are
richer in terms of information they provide, which results in a faster convergence of
the decision tree.
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In the following section, we propose three different scenarios where knowledge
about the domain can be successfully incorporated into the learning process. We
show how this knowledge should be used in extracting the features in the sampling
phase. Experiments at the end of this chapter show the effectiveness of this approach.
7.1 Tree induction using domain knowledge
Our method for inducing a decision tree, as a legible description of the non-destructiveness
boundary, consists of several steps. Feature extraction is one of the key elements of
this process. Label maps, the entities we use to model modifications to sets of sen-
sors and actuators, come with far too much information to be used as learning data.
Instead, for each label map, we extract some features of it. Each feature vector will
be tagged by the result of a destructiveness test, before inducing the decision tree.
In this section, we describe three scenarios and discuss how these scenarios are
verified, and how we extract features for each map under each scenario. Formally,
we define classes of design problems D = (P, M), in which P is a set of planning
problems and M is a set of maps that can be applied on the planning problems in
P . Within such a class, each instance is a design problem, consisting of a planning
problem (G, Vgoal) ∈ P , and the set of maps M , which is shared between all instances
in the class. The idea of our approach is to generate, for one such design problem, a
decision tree representation of the destructiveness boundary. In each of the following
scenarios, we introduce a class of design problems and describe the defining elements
of each.
Partially Affected Problems
A class of design problems Dpap = (P, M) contains partially affected problems if,
for any (G, Vgoal) ∈ P with action space U and observation space Y , there exists a
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Figure 7.1: An example in which a UGV localizes itself using the signals it gets from
three different transmitters, in order to move from its initial position (highlighted
in a circle) to the goal region (highlighted in a rectangle). Two of the transmitters
produce signals that are powerful enough to reliably cover the entire region. The third
transmitter is reliable only within some radius. To determine which observations are
most important for this problem (that is, those that most strongly determine whether
the transmitter is adequate for the task), we only need check the observations in
which the signals received from the third transmitter are outside the reliable range.
Applying this domain knowledge can reduce the number of costly destructiveness
tests needed to identify the destructiveness boundary.
nonempty proper subset of events E ⊂ Y ∪ U , such that for every map m ∈ M and
every element e ∈ Y ∪ U − E, we have m(e) = e. In this case, the maps in M can
only affect events in E, which we call the affected space.
The intuition behind this class of problems may be seen in Figure 7.1. We are
particularly interested in those partially affected problems where |E| is much smaller
than |Y ∪ U |, so the number of destructiveness tests will be small.
In this category, the feature vector for each given map h is computed by vector
F = [Xpq], for all p, q ∈ E, p 6= q, in which Xab is defined as:
Xab =









0 if h(a) = h(b)
1 if h(a) 6= h(b)
.
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The idea is to check if any of the observations or actions in the affected area are
conflated with any other one. There is no need to check conflation between all pairs
in Y ∪ U .
For example, if for a map h and p-graph G, the affected space is Y = {y1, y2, y3, y4}
(that is, there are no affected actions), then the feature vector will be be calculated
by computing each element in [Xy1y2, Xy1y3, Xy1y4, Xy2y3, Xy2y4, Xy3y4]. Each 1 in the
feature vector indicates that the corresponding pair of actions (or observations) is
distinguishable, and each 0 indicates they are indistinguishable.
Disjoint Events Problems
A class of design problems Ddep = (P, M) is called a class of disjoint observation
problems if the following applies: for all (G, Vgoal) ∈ P and m ∈ M the following set
of conditions is true:
1. each observation appears only one time in G, as part of the label of some
outgoing edge, and
2. each map m ∈M is injective on all observations.
Similarly, meeting the same conditions for action vertices, the class will be called a
class of disjoint action problems. Refer to these two classes collectively as disjoint
events problems.
For each given map h, in this case there is no need to extract features from the
injective component of the map. This is true because applying an injective map
does not bring any ambiguity to the corresponding set of vertices, and therefore, no
destruction can happen. For the other component, we extract the feature vector for
each map based on the structure of the p-graph G. If the given problem is a disjoint
observation problem, for each map m we extract feature vector F = [Xpq] where Xpq
appears in F if there exists an action vertex v, for which p and q are possible actions
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{u1}
{u2} {u3}
{u4}
{u5}
{y1} {y2} {y3}
Figure 7.2: A part of the p-graph for a disjoint events problem. Incoming edges to
the action states and the next states of the observation edges are omitted.
that can be executed at v. The feature vector will be extracted similarly for disjoint
action problems. The function Xab is the same as previous section.
As an example, see Figure 7.2, which shows a part of the p-graph of a disjoint
observation problem (G, Vgoal). The individual features for this part of the graph are
Xu1u2, Xu1u3, Xu2u3, and Xu4u5 for any given map m ∈M .
Uncertain Events Problems
We define the uncertainty degree of an action in a p-graph G as the largest number of
different outcomes that can occur for that action, across all of the action states. The
definition is similar for the uncertainty degree of observations. The largest uncertainty
degree for all actions and observations of a p-graph is called its uncertainty level,
denoted by KG.
A class of design problems DK-uep = (P, M) is considered a class of uncertain event
problems, if for any (G, Vgoal) ∈ P with action space U and observation space Y , the
uncertainty level KG of G is at most K.
The idea is that the result of executing some action (or reading some observation)
in a planning problem could be uncertain, but with limited possible outcomes. See
Figure ??. A p-graph can capture this idea by having “undetermined” states where
more than one outgoing edge is labelled with the same action or observation. Assum-
ing that such a planning problem is solvable, we want to see if applying a map on
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{u1} {u1}
{y1} {y2} {y3}
{u1}{u1}
{u1}
Figure 7.3: A part of the p-graph for an uncertain events problem. Incoming edges
to the action states and the next states of the observation edges are omitted.
it is destructive. To do so, after applying the map, we only need to check the states
that these uncertain action or observations lead to, and see if their outgoing edges
are labelled with conflated actions or observations.
For a given map m, we extract the feature vector Fa = [Xpq] where Xpq appears
in F , if and only if there exists an action vertex v ∈ G and an action u such that v
leads to vertices w ∈ G and w′ ∈ G by action u, and w has an outgoing edge labelled
with observation p and w has an outgoing edge labelled with observation q. Feature
vector Fo is similarly calculated for observation vertices. Merging Fa and Fo creates
the feature vector F that we use. Xab is the same as the previous scenarios.
As an example, consider Figure 7.3. The individual features for a map that is
applied on G, for this part of the p-graph are Xy1y2, and Xy3y1.
Decision Tree Induction
The different classes of design problems introduced in this section will be used in our
experiments to induce a decision tree for the non-destructiveness boundary. To this
end, we use the Classification and Regression Trees algorithm (CART) [110]. The idea
is that, for any given planning problem, we generate sample maps from the space of all
maps for that problem. Then we extract features for each map, apply destructiveness
test on all of these maps, and categorize each instance based on the outcome of the
test. These instances will be used as the input to CART. As the output, CART gives
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a decision tree. In this decision tree, each internal node is labelled by a pair of actions
or a pair of observations and each leaf is marked ‘destructive’ or ‘non-destructive’.
The expectation is that, in the tree, the more crucial pairs will show up in the higher
levels.
7.2 Experimental Results
For each class of design problems introduced in the previous section, we have per-
formed a series of experiments, to evaluate their effectiveness in handling larger scale
problems, compared to the general-purpose, naïve method from Chapter 6. The ex-
periments were performed on an Intel Core i7 machine with 32 gigabytes of RAM.
To induce trees, we use scikit-learn package [111], which includes an implementation
of CART. In all experiments, the depth of each induced tree is limited to 7 levels.
In the general-purpose method, one feature is extracted for each pair of distinct
actions and each pair of distinct observations, regardless of the structure of the p-
graph it is applied on. In other words, for a given map h over n actions and m
observations, the feature vector is F = [xuiuj , xykyℓ ] where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i 6= j, and
k, ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , m}, k 6= ℓ. Xab is the same as the one in our scenarios. For example,
given a map h, with h(a) = a′, h(b) = a′, h(c) = c′, h(d) = d′, the feature vectors for
h will be [0 1 1 1 1 1].
Partially Affected Problems: Choosing an Antenna
The first experiment is performed on a p-graph representing the planning problem
shown in Figure 7.1. Assuming the reference frame is at the bottom left corner of this
sub-region, the transmitters are positioned at (x1, y1) = (1, 15), (x2, y2) = (21, 1), and
(x3, y3) = (26, 16) where the distances are measured in meters. To understand how
the choice of an antenna in the design process can influence the system, we assume
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Figure 7.4: The induction time, in seconds, versus the number of states, using the
general-purpose Naïve feature extraction method (red) and the method for partially
affected problems (green). This experiment is done for the problems analogous to the
one in Figure 7.1.
True False
Destructive h(13.34, 17.03, 26.08) = h(11.40, 17.26, 25.06)
Destructive Non-destructive
h(12.37, 17.12, 25.55) = h(11.40, 17.26, 25.06)
Figure 7.5: An induced tree for the problem shown in Figure 7.1. The observa-
tion tuples show the distance from transmitter 1, transmitter 2, and transmitter 3
respectively.
that any change that can happen to this planning problem can only affect a portion
of the observations, in particular, the observations in which the signals received from
the third transmitter (far right) are beyond 25 meters. Sensor readings may get con-
fused with each other outside this range. We can encode such changes in this problem
as label maps such that the action component of each map is the identity map, and
except for the observations from the affected subspace of observations, the observa-
tion map also acts like the identity map. These settings qualify this problem as an
instance of Dpap. Therefore, we can extract the feature vector for any such map using
the method described in the previous section for Dpap. We have limited the robot’s set
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of actions to four moves: up, down, left, and right, where the actions are uncertain,
i.e, each action may move the robot for 1 meter in the desired direction either one or
two times. We have induced decision trees for a series of problems analogous to this
problem with planning problem sizes ranging from 64 to 478 states, using both the
naïve general-purpose feature extraction method and the method for partially affected
problems. We measured how long it takes for the tree to reach 80% accuracy, by incre-
mentally varying the size of the training set, using both feature extraction methods.
The results, which are illustrated in Figure 7.4, show that using the domain knowl-
edge improves the scalability. By way of example, an induced tree for this problem
when the representing p-graph consists of 478 states is shown in Figure 7.5. The tree
reflects what observations outside the reliable range of the third transmitter are more
crucial to reach the goal in this case. The nodes on this tree show what observations
within the affected space matter. The two observation on the root of the tree belong
to a point in the goal region, (d1, d2, d3) = (11.40, 17.26, 25.06), and a point 1 meter
below the goal region, (d1, d2, d3) = (12.37, 17.12, 25.55). In the second level of the
tree, the same observation in the goal region, (d1, d2, d3) = (11.40, 17.26, 25.06), and
another one within 2 meters below the goal region, (d1, d2, d3) = (13.34, 17.03, 26.08),
appear on a node. These two nodes indicate that, among all possible pairs of observa-
tion in the affected region, only conflating the observations that lie in the goal region
and the ones within a 2 meters distance from it matter. All other possible conflations
are non-destructive. This insight implies, for example, that the robot designer should
choose an antenna capable of reliably detecting the third transmitter at this distance.
Or, instead, it might be a good decision to use another cheap, low range source of
signal along with the current choice of antenna, where this new signal source is placed
close to the region where the observations from the third transmitter are unreliable.
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Figure 7.6: A rover inside a crater on Mars. To get recharged efficiently, the robot
needs to get out of the crater from either the bottom left corner or the top right one,
highlighted in two triangles.
Figure 7.7: The induction time, in seconds, versus the number of states, using the
general-purpose feature extraction method (red) and the method for disjoint events
problems (green). This experiment is done for a set of problems analogous to the one
in Figure 7.6.
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Non-destructiveDestructive
h(l) = h(r)
h(d) = h(u)
h(l) = h(u)
Destructive
Destructive
Non-destructiveh(d) = h(r)
FalseTrue
Figure 7.8: An induced tree for the problem shown in Figure 7.6. Action here are up:
u, down: d, left: l, and right: r.
Disjoint Events Problems: Determining the Crucial Actions
of a Planetary Rover
The second experiment is performed on a p-graph representing the planning problem
shown in Figure 7.6. In this example, a planetary rover must travel to one of the
two goal regions to recharge. From a robot design perspective, this example solely
focuses on the effects of possible conflation in the action space on the design pro-
cess. Therefore, we consider changes where only actions may get conflated. The
observations here determine the position of the robot, and the observation maps are
assumed to be injective. Therefore, this problem can be considered as an instance
of Ddep. Similar to the previous example, we have limited the robot’s set of actions
to four moves: up, down, left, and right. However, here we assume the actions are
certain: each action moves the robot for some d meters only once in the desired direc-
tion. The corresponding decision trees are induced for a set of analogous problems,
with the number of states in the p-graph varying from 50 to 2048 states, using the
general-purpose method feature extraction and also the method for disjoint events
problems. Similar to the previous experiment, we measured how long it takes for the
tree to reach a certain degree of accuracy, here 95%, by incrementally varying the
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Figure 7.9: A robot equipped with a range sensor. The robot’s goal is to move
towards the wall and stop in the goal region (highlighted in a purple rectangle)
before hitting the wall. The goal region lies between 20 and 40 centimeters from
the wall. The robot’s reference point lies at the front side of the robot. Some parts of
the environment are always slippery, e.g., covered with ice (highlighted in blue) and
make the robot’s forward action uncertain, i.e., the robot does not know how long
has it moved. This part lies within 100 and 140 centimeters from the goal region.
size of the training set, using both methods. The results, illustrated in Figure 7.7,
show that taking the domain knowledge into account can substantially decrease the
induction time. An example induced tree when the number states in the p-graph
is 800 is shown in Figure 7.8. Similar to the previous example, by confusing some
actions, for example left and right, the robot will become unable of reaching the goal
region. The interesting observation though, from a robot designer’s point of view,
lies in the symmetry of the planning problem reflected in the induced tree as well:
conflation in actions left and up is not destructive unless the robot confuses down
and right as well, and vice-versa. The robot can always go to one of the goal regions,
for example by moving right and then up enough times. If right and up are conflated,
then this can be done by moving left and then down enough times.
Uncertain Events Problems: Choosing a Range Finder
The last experiment is performed on a p-graph encoding the planning problem il-
lustrated in Figure 7.9, in which a mobile robot attempts to park near a wall. To
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Figure 7.10: The induction time, in seconds, versus the number of states, using the
general-purpose feature extraction method (red) and the method for uncertain events
problems (green). This experiment is done for a set of problems analogous to the one
in Figure 7.9.
Destructive h(40) = h(20)
Destructive Non-destructive
h(60) = h(20)
True False
Figure 7.11: An induced tree for the problem shown in Figure 7.9. Observations here
are range finder readings in centimeters.
entirely focus on the choice of range sensor the roboticist needs to make, we limit
the set of actions to only one: move forward. The forward action is uncertain at
the states that represent the part of the environment that is highlighted in blue. In
this subregion, each forward movement may move the robot one, two, three, or four
times, each time 20 cm in the forward direction, making the uncertainty level of the
p-graph equal to 4. Therefore, the problem can be considered a D4-uep. Similar to our
previous experiments, a decision tree is induced for this problem with different num-
ber of states varying from 600 to 1500 states. We used the general-purpose method’s
feature extraction performance along with the method for uncertain events problems.
Similarly, we measured how long it takes for the tree to reach a certain degree of
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accuracy (95%), by incrementally changing the size of the training set, using both
methods. The results, showing the advantage of using the proposed method, are
presented in Figure 7.10, and an induced tree for when the number of states in the
corresponding p-graph is 1150 is shown in Figure 7.11. There are no action nodes on
the tree due to our assumption that the only action movement is moving forward.
The insight that this tree provides helps the designer to decide if the range sensor
that the robot is equipped with is sufficient for the planning problem. It can be seen
that the range sensor should not confuse being in the goal region, 20 centimeters from
the wall, with being 40 or 60 centimeters from it. A suitable range sensor for this
planning problem needs to be reliable within these ranges.
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Chapter 8
The Boundary of Non-destructiveness in
Continuously-Parameterized Spaces of Label
Maps
The main question that we have been asking so far is, given a robotic system with a
specific set of sensors and actuators, how much degradation in this set is tolerable for
the system? This is done by learning a tree that is a description of the boundary and
determines the most crucial elements of the system. The boundary we learn using
this method could be seen as a function of the possible observations and actions that
can be executed by some of the resources.
The interesting question that we ask here is, given a p-graph for a robotic system
where the label space is parameterized by a set of parameters (e.g., the maximum
reading a range finder can provide), what role do these parameters play in determin-
ing the boundary of non-destructiveness? In other words, what is the relationship
between the destructiveness of the system and different values of these parameters
(see Figure 8.1)?
To enhance our current approach so that it can answer such questions, one key
element to change will be the way we represent the boundary. The decision trees
provide a high level description of the boundary, without actually representing it
directly. This is useful due to the enormous size of such boundaries in almost any
interesting planning problem. However, in the continuously parameterized space, if
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t1
t 2
Figure 8.1: A hypothetical boundary for parameters t1 and t2 in a robotic system. The
boundary splits the destructive subspace (shaded in grey) from the non-destructive
subspace.
the number of design variables in the label space is small, we can show (an estimation
of) the actual boundary for those parameters.
8.1 Basic Definitions and a Simple Algorithm
In this section, we formally define what a continuously-parameterized space of label
map is. Then we provide a simple, general algorithm to compute a boundary for a set
of given parameters in a robotic system. We also present a case study, and utilize our
algorithm in determining the boundary of non-destructiveness for the corresponding
planning problem.
Definition 34 (Continuously Parameterized Space of Label Maps). Given a
set of real parameters t1, t2, ..., tn in which each ti is defined on an interval Ii ⊂ R, let
I = I0 × I1×, ...,×In. We call Lf,I , the co-domain of a given function f : I → Lf,I ,
a continuously parameterized space of label maps, if for any e = (e1, e2, ..., en) ∈ I,
f(e) is a label map le ∈ Lf,I .
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Algorithm 8: BoundarySystematicSampling((W, Vgoal), I, T )
1 SampleMaps← CartesianProductSampling(I, T )
2 Destructive← ∅
3 Non-destructive← ∅
4 for h in SampleMaps do
5 if h is destrutive on (W, Vgoal) then
6 Destructive.add(h)
7 else
8 Non-destructive.add(h)
9 return Destructive, Non-destructive
Given this definition, one can use Algorithm 8 to compute an estimation of the
boundary of non-destructiveness. First, we do a grid sampling within I(Line 1) using
the given step value T in each interval and then test destructiveness of the sampled
maps on the given p-graph (Lines 4 to 8). The sets Destructive and Non-destructive
give an estimation of the two sides of the boundary of non-destructiveness.
Case Study: Lunar Hill Climbing Robot
The following scenario shows an example of how Algorithm 8 can be used to draw
the boundary of non-destructiveness.
20 60 100 140
X(cm)
20
60
100
140
Y(
cm
)
Figure 8.2: [Left] Jet Propulsion Lab’s Athlete, a lunar hill climbing robot. (photo
credit [1]) [Right] A planning problem for a similar robot, where the robot can only
be in one of the highlighted points in the two dimensional field. The initial location
is highlighted by a blue triangle and the goal is shown by a green circle.
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Figure 8.3: A set of sample label maps in a continuously parameterized space of label
maps for the planning problem in Figure 8.2 [Right], computed by Algorithm 8 in
934.8 seconds. The two parameters in this scenario are leg length in centimetres,
and power source capacity in mAh. In this experiment we assumed the robot needs
2.5 mAh per each centimetre it moves. The chosen steps in sampling for leg length
and power capacity are 20 centimetres and 50 mAh, respectively. The red triangles
represent the destructive samples, and the blue circles show the non-destructive ones.
Figure 8.2 [Right] shows the All Terrain Hex-Limbed Extra Terrestrial Explorer
(ATHLETE), a lunar hill climbing robot from NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab. Fig-
ure 8.2 [Right], shows a scenario where a similar robot can only be in one of the
highlighted points. The robot can transit between two points, if (1) the distance be-
tween the points is not longer than the length of its legs fully stretched, and, (2) the
remaining capacity of its power source is enough to execute this action. Figure 8.3
shows the results of running Algorithm 8 on a p-graph representation of this planning
problem. We encoded the problem into a multi-layer p-graph, where all the layers
are identical p-graphs such that each layer represents a level of remaining power. The
actions or observation transit the state between different layers of the p-graph based
on how much the action or observation consumes the power source.
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8.2 Boundary of Non-Destructiveness in Increas-
ingly Refined Spaces of Label Maps
The algorithm described in the previous section requires regularly performing costly
destructiveness tests on the p-graph. Meeting some criteria, the intervals could be
sampled using a bisect sampling approach, which allows us to use a much faster
algorithm to delineate the boundary of non-destructiveness. The following definitions
are needed.
Definition 35 (Increasingly Degraded and Increasingly Refined). A continu-
ously parameterized space of label maps Lf,I , where I = I0 × I1×, ...,×In, is increas-
ingly degraded, if for any Ii ∈ I and any pair of values ti = a ∈ Ii and ti = b ∈ Ii
where a ≤ b, we have f(t1, ..., ti−1, a, ti+1, ...tn) ≺ f(t1, ..., ti−1, b, ti+1, ...tn). Likewise,
L is increasingly refined if for any Ii ∈ I and any pair of values ti = a ∈ Ii and
ti = b ∈ Ii where a ≤ b, we have f(t1, ..., ti−1, b, ti+1, ...tn) ≺ f(t1, ..., ti−1, a, ti+1, ...tn).
The intuition is, in an increasingly refined space, if certain values for the set of
parameters enable the system to accomplish its job, then larger values do not impair
the system either. The idea is similar for increasingly degraded spaces.
Definition 36 (Destructive and Non-destructive pre-image spaces). Given
a planning problem (W, Vgoal) and a continuously parameterized space of label maps
Lf,I , we say a sub-space Sd ⊂ I is a destructive pre-image space of Lf,I if for any
point p1 = (a1, a2, ..., an) ∈ Sd, label map f(p1) is destructive on (W, Vgoal). Likewise,
a sub-space Snd ⊂ I is a non-destructive pre-image spaces of LI,f if for any point
p1 = (a1, a2, ..., an) ∈ Snd, label map f(p1) is not destructive on (W, Vgoal).
The following lemma gives us the means to perform bisect sampling on the pre-image
spaces of LI,f .
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Algorithm 9: BoundaryBisectSearch((W, Vgoal), f, bottom_left, sides, T )
1 if sides.width ∗ sides.height < T 2 then
2 return
3 MidPoint←
(bottom_left.x + sides.width/2, bottom_left.y + sides.height/2)
4 if f(MidPoint) is destructive on (W, Vgoal) then
5 Destructive.add(f(MidPoint))
6 next_bottom_left1 ←MidPoint
7 else
8 Non-destructive.add(f(MidPoint))
9 next_bottom_left1 ← bottom_left
10 next_bottom_left2 ← (bottom_left.x, bottom_left.y + sides.height/2)
11 next_bottom_left3 ← (bottom_left.x + sides.width/2, bottom_left.y)
12 NewSides.height← sides.height/2
13 NewSides.width← sides.width/2
14 BoundaryBisectSearch((G, Vgoal), f, next_bottom_left1, NewSides, T )
15 BoundaryBisectSearch((G, Vgoal), f, next_bottom_left2, NewSides, T )
16 BoundaryBisectSearch((G, Vgoal), f, next_bottom_left3, NewSides, T )
Lemma 8. Given an increasingly refined continuously parameterized space of label
maps LI,f and a planning problem (W, Vgoal), the non-destructive pre-image space
Snd ⊂ LI,f and destructive pre-image space Sd ⊂ L on (W, Vgoal) both are path-
connected.
Proof. Given p1 = (a1, a2, ..., an) ∈ Snd and p2 = (a′1, a
′
2, ..., a
′
n) ∈ Snd, consider a
point p3 = (max(a′1, a1), max(a2, a
′
2), ..., max(an, a
′
n)). Since LI,f is an increasingly
refined continuously parameterized space of label maps, f(p3) is also non-destructive
on (W, Vgoal), therefore p3 ∈ Snd. Consequently, for any point p on the lines p1p3 and
p2p3, f(p) is non-destructive on (W, Vgoal), too. Therefore, Snd is path-connected.
The proof is similar for Sd.
Algorithm 9 describes a recursive approach that leverages this property to find
the boundary. The algorithm divides the space into 4 equal sub rectangles using the
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middle point of the given I, by checking the destructiveness of the middle point, and
continuing the search based on the outcome. If the size of each rectangular subregion
is smaller than the given threshold T , the algorithm stops dividing the space further.
We assume Algorithm 9 is initially called by another function. For simplicity, this
algorithm assumes I is two dimensional. The same approach could be extended to
higher dimensions.
In Line 1, it is checked if the area of the current rectangular subregion is smaller
than the threshold. If it is, the algorithm returns. Line 4 checks the destructiveness
of the image of the middle point under f on (W, Vgoal). If destructive, then based
on Lemma 8, we do not need to check the resulting bottom left sub rectangle for
destructiveness. The image of any point in this rectangle under f is destructive.
Line 6 stores the coordinates of the top right sub rectangle to be checked later.
Similarly, if is is non-destructive, we do not need to check the resulting top right sub
rectangle for destructiveness, and Line 9 stores the coordinates of the bottom left sub
rectangle to be checked later. The algorithm adds this middle point to one of the
global variables Destructive or Non-destructive based on the outcome.
The result of destructiveness test, however, does not give a similar information
about the bottom right and the top left sub rectangles. So they both need to be
checked. Line 10 and Line 11 store the coordinates of those two rectangles, and Line 12
and Line 13 set the dimensions of the sub rectangles. The algorithm recursively checks
the three sub rectangles in Line 14 to Line 16.
Figure 8.3 provides an example of an increasingly refined space of label maps.
Figure 8.4 shows the results of running Algorithm 9 on the same space. As the
results show, the boundary could be drawn using a much smaller number of costly
destructiveness tests using this approach, in a shorter time. The asymptotic runtime
of Algorithm 9 is also smaller than that of Algorithm 8. In a two-dimensional space,
for example, Algorithm 8 produces ⌊N
T
⌋×⌊M
T
⌋ samples where M and N are the lengths
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Figure 8.4: [Left] A set of sample label maps in a continuously parameterized space of
label maps for the planning problem in Figure 8.2 [Right], computed by Algorithm 9
in 406.7 seconds. The two parameters in this scenario are leg length in centimeters,
and power source capacity in mAh. In this experiment we assume the robot needs 2.5
mAh per each centimeter it moves. The algorithm recurses if the size of the rectangle
is less than 250 cm×mAh. The red triangles represent the destructive samples, and
the blue circles show the non-destructive ones. [Right] The same spaces—that is an
increasingly refined space— where the non-destructive subregions are merged, shown
in blue, and the destructive ones, in red. The destructiveness of the black region is
not known.
of the intervals I0 and I1. For simplicity, assume N = M . Then, the time complexity
of the algorithm would be Θ(N2DT(W,Vgoal)), where DT(W,Vgoal) is the time needed
to do destructiveness test of a sample on (W, Vgoal). On the other hand, assuming
N = M , the number of samples Algorithm 9 produces could be calculated by solving
the recurrence relation T (N2) = 1 + 3T (N2/4). Therefore, the time complexity of
Algorithm 9 is Θ(N1.58DT(W,Vgoal)).
Figure 8.4 illustrates how useful this approach is from a robot design point of view,
and how can it help a roboticist in the design process. For the roboticist, any given
suite of sensors and actuators that represents a point in the non-destructive region is a
possible design choice. This gives the roboticist flexibility in the process of designing
a robotic system, since in the non-destructive region, for any given parameter in any
dimension, there is a range for all other parameters that the roboticist can choose
from.
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Chapter 9
Label Maps and the Costs they Induce
In our work so far, label maps have been used solely for determining whether a
change to the resources of the robot is destructive. The use of label maps could be
extended to answer other questions as well. One question that we ask in this chapter is
what changes, other than destructiveness, can a label map cause in a robotic system.
Specifically, given a cost function, how much does the cost of doing some task change
if some certain modifications are made to the suite of sensors and actuators? This
cost could be the travelled distance, the time spent or the energy consumed, or some
other notion of cost. One can define a cost function that can incorporate the concept
of destructiveness as well: for some changes, the cost of doing some task is infinite.
In this chapter, we study how much a map can change the cost of solving a plan-
ning problem, and present an algorithm for measuring this cost. In addition, utilizing
the concept of refinement relation, we define the Pareto front of the refinement re-
lation and cost for a given planning problem. Then we propose an algorithm to
find this Pareto front, and prove the correctness of the algorithm. We also present
a sampling-based anytime algorithm for finding the Pareto front, that can quickly
generate an estimation of the Pareto front. Experiments at the end of this chapter
show the effectiveness of this approach. The following section provides some basic
definitions.
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9.1 Cost Function
First, we define the notion of a cost function.
Definition 37 (Cost Function). For an action set U and an observation set Y , a
cost function c : U ∪ Y → R assigns a real number to each event.
A similar concept appears in a related paper [112]. The authors present the
concept of design cost, which is only concerned with presence or absence of an event
in the given plan that solves a planning problem. Contrary to their definition, we
take into account how many times each event appears on an execution of the plan.
The function we use for measuring the cost of an event that appears on a planning
problem should not be concerned about whether the event is an image of a label
map. In other words, the cost function we use should be identical for all events that
appear on any degradation of a planning problem. Since label maps, as defined in
Definition 27, do not necessarily map events in their domain to the same event space,
for a cost function to be applicable to both events and their images under a label
map, we assume the co-domains of the maps we consider here are subsets of their
domains.
Definition 37, however, only defines the cost for single events. The following defi-
nition extends the concept of cost to the sequences of events that a plan “experiences”
while solving a planning problem.
Definition 38 (Cost of an Execution). Given a cost function c, the cost of an
execution E = e1, e2, ..., ek is defined as
C(E) =
k
∑
i=1
c(ei). (9.1)
We are interested in the executions of a plan on a planning problem that reach a
vertex in the termination region.
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Table 9.1: An example label map m, cost function c and cost of mapped events over
the observation space Y = {o} and action space U = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5}. Notice that
the image of m is a subset of its domain, and the cost function maps from the event
space of m to R.
e m(e) c(e) Cm(m(e))
a1 a1 1 1
a2 a3 2 3
a3 a3 3 3
a4 a5 4 5
a5 a5 5 5
o o 0 0
Definition 39 (Terminating Execution). Given a planning problem (W, Vgoal)
and a plan (P, Vterm), a terminating execution is an execution of P on W that all the
vertices it reaches to are in Vterm in P and in Vgoal in W .
Using this definition, we can define the cost of a plan (P, Vterm) on a planning
problem (W, Vgoal).
Definition 40 (Cost of a Plan and Maximal Terminating Execution). Given
a cost function c, the cost of a plan (P, Vterm) on a planning problem (W, Vgoal) is
defined as
C
(P,Vterm)
(W,Vgoal)
= max
E∈E
C(E), (9.2)
where E is the set of all terminating executions E of P on W . The cost is ∞ if
E is empty. A terminating execution E of (P, Vterm) on (W, Vgoal) is a maximal
terminating execution, if
C(E) = C(P,Vterm)(W,Vgoal) . (9.3)
Note that there could be more than one execution that is a maximal terminating
execution.
Now we can define the cost of a given planning problem.
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Definition 41 (Cost of a Planning Problem and Minimal Solving Plan).
Given a cost function c, the cost of a planning problem (W, Vgoal) is defined as
C((W, Vgoal)) = min
(P,Vterm)∈P
C
(P,Vterm)
(W,Vgoal)
(9.4)
where P is the set of all plans that solve (W, Vgoal). The cost is ∞ if P is empty. A
plan (P, Vterm) is a minimal solving plan of (W, Vgoal), if
C
(P,Vterm)
(W,Vgoal)
= C((W, Vgoal)). (9.5)
For a given planning problem, note it can have more than one minimal solving
plan.
We calculate the cost of a planning problem using Algorithm 10. The algorithm
marks the goal region as solvable and initializes the cost of all vertices in the planning
to be∞ and their solvability to false. Then in the while loop, if the current vertex is
an action vertex, Line 10 checks if any of its outgoing edges lead to a solvable vertex.
If so, it is marked solvable. Then, if the new cost is less than its previous one, the cost
of reaching goal from it is updated in Line 14 and the update flag is set True. Here Ve
is the vertex reached by event e from the current vertex. Similarly, each observation
vertex is checked and marked solvable in Line 18 if all of its outgoing edges are going
to vertices that are solvable, and its cost is updated in Line 22. If in a cycle of the
while loop, no vertex gets updated, the algorithm returns the cost of V0 in Line 24.
To model what changes a label map can bring to planning problems and the plans
that solve them, we need to define the cost of mapped events.
Definition 42 (Cost of a Mapped Event). Given a cost function c and a label
map m, the cost of an event e′ = m(e) is defined as
Cm(e′) = max{c(e) | e ∈ m−1(e′)}. (9.6)
Table 9.1 shows a map along with the costs of events and mapped events given a
cost function. Notice that Cm is defined only for events in the image of m; if m−1(e′)
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Algorithm 10: GetMinimalCost((W, Vgoal), U, Y, c)
1 Initialize solvability of the nodes in W with False
2 Initialize all costs of the nodes in W with ∞
3 Vgoal.solvable← True
4 Vgoal.cost← 0
5 update_flag ← True
6 while update_flag do
7 update_flag ← False
8 for vertex ∈W − {Vgoal} do
9 if vertex is an action vertex then
10 if any outgoing edge leads to a solvable vertex then
11 vertex.solvable← True
12 current_cost← mine∈vertex.edges(c(e) + Ve.cost)
13 if current_cost < vertex.cost then
14 vertex.cost← current_cost
15 update_flag ← True
16 else
17 if vertex is an observation vertex then
18 if all outgoing edges lead to a solvable vertex then
19 vertex.solvable← True
20 current_cost← maxe∈vertex.edges(c(e) + Ve.cost)
21 if current_cost < vertex.cost then
22 vertex.cost← current_cost
23 update_flag ← True
24 return V0.cost
is empty, Cm(e′) is undefined. The intuition here is that the cost of a mapped event
should not be less than the cost of any of the events that get mapped to it. We
preclude the maps that do not reflect this quality.
Definition 43 (Valid Label Map). Given a cost function c, we say a label map m
is a valid label map, if for all events e in its domain, we have
c(m(e)) = Cm(m(e)). (9.7)
Table 9.2 shows two example label maps where one is a valid label map and the
other is not. This example shows why we need to exclude the maps that are not valid
from consideration. One would expect the cost of the image of an event under a map
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Table 9.2: Example maps m and h defined over the observation space Y = {o} and
action space U = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5}. Map h is not a valid map since not all events
e satisfy c(h(e)) = Ch(h(e)). For example, for e = a3 we have c(h(a3)) = 4 while
Ch(h(a3)) = 3. Map m is a valid map, since for all events e we have c(m(e)) =
Cm(m(e)).
e m(e) h(e) c(e) c(m(e)) c(h(e)) Cm(m(e)) Ch(h(e))
a1 a1 a1 1 1 1 1 1
a2 a3 a3 2 3 3 3 2
a3 a3 a4 3 3 4 3 3
a4 a5 a5 4 5 5 5 5
a5 a5 a5 5 5 5 5 5
o o o 0 0 0 0 0
Table 9.3: Valid label maps m and q are defined over the observation space Y = {o}
and action space U = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5}. The set of equivalence classes of m and q
are {{a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a4, a5}} and {{a1}, {a2, a3}, {a4, a5}}, respectively. Therefore
m ≺ q. It can be seen that, as demonstrated by Lemma 9, for all events e we have
Cm(m(e)) ≤ Cq(q(e)).
e m(e) q(e) c(e) c(m(e)) c(q(e)) Cm(e) Cq(e) Cm(m(e)) ≤ Cq(q(e))
a1 a1 a1 1 1 1 1 1 X
a2 a2 a3 2 2 3 2 3 X
a3 a3 a3 3 3 3 3 3 X
a4 a5 a5 4 5 5 5 5 X
a5 a5 a5 5 5 5 5 5 X
o o o 0 0 0 0 0 X
to be at least equal to the cost of the image of the same event under another map
that is a refinement of it. As the example shows, for some maps, there are events
where this is not the case. Definition 43 ensures that valid maps do not decrease the
cost of events.
The following lemma establishes a relationship between the refinement relation
and the costs of events under comparable valid label maps.
Lemma 9. Given valid label maps m and h such that m ≺ h, for all events e in their
domain we have
c(m(e)) ≤ c(h(e)). (9.8)
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Proof. Since m ≺ h, for each event e, based on the definition of the refinement relation
we have m−1(m(e)) ⊆ h−1(h(e)). Therefore max{c(e) | e ∈ m−1(m(e))} ≤ max{c(e) |
e ∈ h−1(h(e))}. Since m and h are valid maps, this implies c(m(e)) ≤ c(h(e)).
Table 9.3 illustrates two comparable valid label maps m and q such that m ≺ q,
along with the costs and mapped costs of their events.
We want to extend this idea to the cost of planning problems. For that purpose
we need the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Given a planning problem (W, Vgoal), a plan (P, Vterm), and a map
m, such that (m(P ), Vterm) solves (m(W ), Vgoal), for all sequences of events E =
e1, e2, ..., ek such that Em = m(e1), m(e2), ..., m(ek) is a terminating execution of
(m(P ), Vterm) on (m(W ), Vgoal), E is a terminating execution of (P, Vterm) on (W, Vgoal).
Proof. First, we show any such E is an execution on (W, Vgoal). Assume otherwise,
i.e., E is not an execution on (W, Vgoal). For any 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let execution Eim denote
a prefix execution of Em such that Eim = m(e1), m(e2), ..., m(ei), and V
m
i indicate the
set of vertices that this prefix execution leads to in (m(W ), Vgoal). Since E is not an
execution on (W, Vgoal), there exists at least one prefix execution Ei = e1, e2, ..., ei, 1 ≤
i ≤ k that leads to a set of vertices Vi in (W, Vgoal), such that Emi leads to a set of
vertices V mi in (m(W ), Vgoal) and all vertices in V
m
i have m(ei) on at least one of their
outgoing edges’ labels, but at least one vertex in Vi has no outgoing edge labelled ei.
Label maps only alter the labels, not how the vertices of a planning problem or a
plan are connected through edges to each other. In addition, the set of vertices after
applying a map stays the same. Therefore, Since ei ∈ m−1(m(ei)), we have Vi ⊆ V mi .
This contradicts our assumption and thus, E is an execution on (W, Vgoal). Using a
similar argument, it can be shown that E is an execution on (P, Vterm) as well.
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Now, since for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have Vi ⊆ V mi , therefore Vk ⊆ V
m
k = Vgoal. So all
the vertices E reaches to in (W, Vgoal) are in Vgoal. Similarly, all the vertices that E
reaches to in (P, Vterm) are in Vterm, and therefore, E is a terminating execution of
(P, Vterm) on (W, Vgoal).
The following lemma makes a connection between terminating executions of solv-
ing plans of different degradations of a planning problem.
Lemma 11. Given a planning problems (W, Vgoal), a plan (P, Vterm), such that (h(P ), Vterm)
solves (h(W ), Vgoal), and maps m and h such that m ≺ h, if Eh = h(e1), h(e2), ..., h(ek)
is a terminating execution of (h(P ), Vterm) on (h(W ), Vgoal), then Em = m(e1), m(e2), ..., m(ek)
is a terminating execution of (m(P ), Vterm) on (m(W ), Vgoal).
Proof. Since Eh is a terminating execution of (h(P ), Vterm) on (h(W ), Vgoal), there
exists a terminating execution E = e1, e2, ..., ek of (P, Vterm) on (W, Vgoal), through
Lemma 10. Let Vi, V mi , and V
h
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k be the set of vertices that executions
Ei = e1, e2, ..., ei, Eim = m(e1), m(e2), ..., m(ei) and E
i
h = h(e1), h(e2), ..., h(ei) lead to
in (W, Vgoal), (m(W ), Vgoal), and (h(W ), Vgoal), respectively. Since m ≺ h, V mi ⊆ V
h
i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In addition, Vi ⊆ V mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. So since V
h
k ⊆ Vgoal, then
V mk ⊆ Vgoal. Therefore E
k
m = Em is a terminating execution of (m(P ), Vterm) on
(m(W ), Vgoal).
Based on Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, The following lemma establishes a relation-
ship between the refinement relation and costs of planning problems.
Lemma 12. Given a planning problem (W, Vgoal), a cost function c, a pair of valid
non-destructive label maps m and h such that m ≺ h, the following holds:
C((m(W ), Vgoal) ≤ C((h(W ), Vgoal)) (9.9)
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Proof. If h is destructive on (W, Vgoal), since m ≺ h then m is destructive as well and
C((m(W ), Vgoal) = C((h(W ), Vgoal)) =∞ and Equation 9.9 holds. So we assume h is
not destructive and since m ≺ h, m will not be destructive too.
For a given map m and an execution E, let m(E) denote the result of replac-
ing all e that appear on E with m(e). Let P , Pm, and Ph be the sets of all plans
that solve (W, Vgoal), (m(W ), Vgoal), and (h(W ), Vgoal), respectively. Also, let E be
the set of all terminating executions of all (P, Vterm) ∈ P on (W, Vgoal). Further-
more, let Em and Eh denote the set of executions E such that m(E) is a terminating
execution of some (Pm, V mterm) ∈ Pm on (m(W ), Vgoal) and h(E) is a terminating
execution of some (Ph, V hterm) ∈ Ph on (h(W ), Vgoal). Moreover, Let E
min
m ∈ Em
and Eminh ∈ Eh be some terminating executions such that m(E
min
m ) and h(E
min
h )
are maximal terminating executions for some minimal solving plans of (m(W ), Vgoal)
and (h(W ), Vgoal), respectively. Since E ∈ Eh implies E ∈ Em through Lemma 11,
we have Eh ⊆ Em. Therefore, since m and h are valid maps, and Eminm ∈ Em and
Eminh ∈ Eh, the execution cost of h(E
min
h ) is not less than that of m(E
min
m ). So,
C((m(W ), Vgoal) ≤ C((h(W ), Vgoal)).
Lemma 12 is important because it shows there is a trade-off between the cost of
a planning problem that a map is applied on, and the level of degradation that the
map brings in. The less refined a map, the higher the cost and vice versa. This result
is used in the algorithm presented in the next section.
9.2 Non-destructive Pareto Front of the Re-
finement Relation and Cost
The problem we address in this chapter is to find the relationship between the non-
destructive maps that could be applied to a planning problem and the costs they
bring upon it.
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The following is the definition of Pareto optimality over the refinement relation
and cost.
Definition 44 (Non-destructive Pareto Front of the Refinement Relation
and Cost). Given a planning problem (W, Vgoal) and a cost function c, we say a non-
destructive map m∗ is on the non-destructive Pareto front of the refinement relation
and cost of (W, Vgoal), if there exists no other comparable map m such that m∗ ≺ m
and C((m(W ), Vgoal)) ≤ C((m∗(W ), Vgoal)).
In this chapter, we solve the following problem.
Optimization Problem: The Pareto optimal maps of a planning problem
Input: A planning problem (W, Vgoal) and a cost function c.
Output: The non-destructive Pareto front of the refinement relation and cost, over
the space of all valid maps for (W, Vgoal).
In this section, we present an algorithm that finds this Pareto front. To explain
how the algorithm works, we need the following corollary based on Lemma 12.
Corollary 2. Given a planning problem (W, Vgoal) and a cost function c, a non-
destructive map m∗ is on the non-destructive Pareto front of the refinement relation
and cost of (W, Vgoal) if there exists no map m such that m∗ ≺ m and C((m(W ), Vgoal)) =
C((m∗(W ), Vgoal))
Proof. Since m∗ ≺ m implies C((m∗(W ), Vgoal)) ≤ C((m(W ), Vgoal)), the condition
C((m(W ), Vgoal)) ≤ C((m∗(W ), Vgoal)) in Definition 44 only holds when C((m(W ), Vgoal)) =
C((m∗(W ), Vgoal)).
The method to find the Pareto front is described in Algorithm 11, which searches
through the space of valid maps in a breadth first manner. The idea is, starting from
the identity map as the current map in Line 6, the for loop generates the maps that
the current map is a refinement of in Line 12. This is done by function V alidMerge,
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which merges the two equivalence classes C1 and C2, and sets the image for each event
in the merged class to the event in the class that has the highest cost. This ensures
the generated maps are valid for each set of equivalence classes. On the other hand,
since no set of equivalence classes is left out, then for each such set the algorithm
generates one valid map. Then, if the generated map is not destructive, if it has
not been seen before it is added to the queue of the maps that need to be visited in
line 15. If the cost of the planning problem that the newly generated map is applied
on is the same as the current map, the algorithm sets the flag indicating whether the
current map is on the Pareto front to be false in Line 17. After the for loop, if the
current map is on the Pareto front, Line 19 adds it to the set of Pareto front maps
that have been discovered so far. The while loop gets executed until there are no
more maps in the queue to be visited. The algorithm terminates by returning the
Pareto front maps in Line 22.
Note that the algorithm generates all non-destructive maps. This is true since
starting from the identity map, the algorithm gets the set of equivalence classes EC
of the current map, where the cardinality of EC is k, in each cycle of the while loop
in Line 9 and generates all maps that are a refinement of it and have k−1 equivalence
classes in the for loop, Line 12. This is done for all such maps m until the map is
destructive, and therefore its “more aggressive descendants” are not generated any
more.
We prove that this algorithm finds all the Pareto front maps of a given planning
problem and cost function.
Theorem 6. Algorithm 11 outputs all Pareto optimal maps for the given planning
problem and cost function.
Proof. Firstly, we show that each map that Algorithm 11 returns is Pareto efficient.
This is done by showing that there exists no Pareto improvement for any such map.
For any map m∗ that Algorithm 11 returns, there exists no other map m such that
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Algorithm 11: GetParetoFront((W, Vgoal), U, Y, c)
1 identity ← identity map over U ∪ Y
2 Queue← [identity]
3 Seen← {}
4 PF ← {}
5 while Queue do
6 m∗ ← Queue.dequeue()
7 Seen.add(m∗)
8 current_cost← C(m∗(W ), Vgoal)
9 EC ← m∗.equivalenceClasses()
10 Is_Pareto← True
11 for {C1, C2} ⊆ EC do
12 m← current.V alidMerge(C1, C2)
13 if m not destructive on (W, Vgoal) then
14 if m 6∈ Seen then
15 Queue.enqueue(m)
16 if C(m(W ), Vgoal) == current_cost then
17 Is_Pareto← False
18 if Is_Pareto then
19 PF.add(m∗)
20 return PF
m∗ ≺ m and C((m(W ), Vgoal)) = C((m∗(W ), Vgoal)). This is true, because for any
map m∗ that the algorithm returns, the cost of applying it on the planning problem
is compared to the cost of applying all maps m such that m∗ ≺ m in Line 16,
and therefore C((m(W ), Vgoal)) is not equal to C((m∗(W ), Vgoal)) for any such m,
otherwise m∗ would not be included in the set of Pareto front maps that the algorithm
returns.
Now we show that there exists no map on the Pareto front that is not in the set
of Pareto front maps that the algorithm returns. Assume otherwise, i.e., there exists
at least one non-destructive map m∗ that is on the Pareto front, but not in the set of
maps that the algorithm returns. For m∗, we have mid ≺ m∗ where mid is the identity
map. Therefore, since the algorithm starts from the identity map and sequentially
generates all non-destructive maps, all of which the identity map is a refinement of,
map m∗ is generated at some point in Line 12, and since it is not destructive, it
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Figure 9.1: A simple planning problem where the actions are a1, a2, a3 and a4. In
this example there is only one observation o.
Table 9.4: The event space, the cost function, and the set of all the valid maps that
could be applied on the planning problem in Figure 9.1.
e c(e) m0 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10 m11 m12 m13 m14
a1 1 a1 a2 a3 a4 a1 a1 a1 a2 a3 a4 a3 a4 a4 a1 a4
a2 2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a3 a4 a2 a2 a4 a3 a3 a4 a2 a4 a4
a3 3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 a4 a4 a3 a3 a3 a3 a4 a4 a4
a4 4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 a4
o 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
will be added to the queue and in the following cycles of the while loop all maps m
such that m∗ ≺ m are generated as well. The costs of applying these maps on the
planning problem get compared to the cost of applying m∗ on its cost in Line 16.
Since m∗ is on the Pareto front, there should exist no m that has the same cost, so
m∗ gets added to the set of Pareto front maps that the algorithm eventually returns
in Line 19. Therefore such a map m∗ does not exist, by reductio ad absurdum.
Figure 9.1 shows a simple planning problem. The set of Pareto front maps for the
planning problem shown in Figure 9.1 that Algorithm 11 produces are illustrated in
Figure 9.2. Each node in this figure represents a valid map that could be applied on
the planning problem. These maps are listed in Table 9.4. Table 9.5 shows the cost
of the planning problem after applying the set of non-destructive maps on it, along
with the maximal terminating executions of minimal solving plans.
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Figure 9.2: The lattice created using all the maps that could be applied on the
planning problem in Figure 9.1, over the refinement relation. The cost of the planning
problem after applying each map is shown on the right side of each node. The grey
nodes show the destructive maps on the planning problem, map m0 is the identity
map, and double circle nodes indicate the maps that lie of the Pareto front of the
planning problem. The arrows here show the reverse direction of the refinement
relation.
Note that each map’s set of equivalence classes is a partition of its event space.
The number of possible partitions of a set is determined by the Bell numbers [113].
So if we want to find all the Pareto front maps, the problem becomes intractable for
almost any interesting planning problem. Therefore, we present another sampling-
based, anytime algorithm to tackle this problem more efficiently.
In Algorithm 12, in Line 1 a set of n valid sample maps that can be applied on
(W, Vgoal) is generated uniformly over the event space of (W, Vgoal). This set keeps
all the maps encountered so far that are possibly on the Pareto front. In the while
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Table 9.5: The set of all non-destructive maps that could be applied on the planning
problem in Figure 9.1. The column under Emin shows the set of maximal terminating
executions of minimal solving plans after applying each map on the planning problem,
and the other two columns show the cost of the executions and whether the maps are
on the Pareto front.
Map Emin C(Emin) Pareto
m0 m0(a1), m0(o), m0(a2) 3 ×
m1 m1(a4), m1(o), m1(a4) 7 ×
m2 m2(a1), m2(o), m2(a2) 5 X
m3 m3(a4), m3(o), m3(a3) 7 ×
m4 m4(a1), m4(o), m4(a2) 4 X
m5 m5(a1), m5(o), m5(a2) 5 ×
m6 m6(a1), m6(o), m6(a2) 3 X
m7 m7(a4), m7(o), m7(a3) 8 X
m8 m8(a1), m8(o), m8(a2) and m8(a4), m8(o), m8(a3) 7 X
m9 m9(a1), m9(o), m9(a2), m9(o), m9(a3) 11 X
m11 m11(a1), m11(o), m11(a3) 7 X
m12 m12(a1), m12(o), m12(a2), m12(o), m12(a3) 10 X
m13 m13(a1), m13(o), m13(a2) 5 X
loop, in Line 4 a map m∗ is dequeued from the the set, and the cost of the planning
problem (m∗(W ), Vgoal) is calculated. If the map is not destructive, a set of valid
successor maps that m∗ is a refinement of is generated in Line 7. These maps are
generated so that the number of their equivalence classes is smaller than that of m∗
by one. The number of these maps is decided by a parameter R. It determines how
fast PPF grows in each iteration, so the larger R, the longer each iteration of the
while loop takes. In fact, the larger the chosen value for R, the closer the runtime
of this algorithm to the runtime of Algorithm 11, and the closer PPF to the Pareto
front. Then for all successor maps m that are not currently in PPF , the cost of
(m(W ), Vgoal) is computed. If m is not destructive, it is checked if it dominates any
map in PPF . If so, the map is not on the Pareto front and is removed from PPF in
Line 14. Similarly, it is checked in Line 15 if m∗ is not dominated by m. If it is, then
m∗ is not on the Pareto front and the corresponding flag is set. If m is destructive,
it is popped from the set of successors maps in Line 18. At Line 19, all the non-
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Algorithm 12: ParetoFrontSamples((W, Vgoal), U, Y, c, n, T ,R)
1 PPF ← generate n non-destructive valid sample maps over U ∪ Y
2 t← now
3 while PPF 6= ∅ and t < T do
4 m∗ ← PPF.dequeue()
5 m∗w_cost← C(m
∗(W ), Vgoal)
6 if m∗ not destructive on (W, Vgoal) then
7 Successors← m∗.V alidSucessors(R)
8 NoDominanceF lag ← True
9 for m in Successors− PPF do
10 mw_cost← C(m(W ), Vgoal)
11 if m not destructive on (W, Vgoal) then
12 for p in PPF do
13 if p ≺ m and pw_cost == mw_cost then
14 PPF.pop(p)
15 if mw_cost == m∗w_cost then
16 NoDominanceF lag ← False
17 else
18 Successors.pop(m)
19 PPF.extend(Successors)
20 if NoDominanceF lag then
21 PPF.add(m∗)
22 return PPF
destructive successors are appended to PPF . If there was no map dominating m∗, it
is appended to PPF as well. The algorithm terminates when it runs out of time or
PPF becomes empty.
Note that a map gets removed from PPF when either it is destructive, or when
there is a Pareto improvement among the successors. The possibility of being on the
Pareto front for the maps in PPF gets higher and higher the longer the algorithm
keeps running.
Case Study: Warehouse Automation Robot
In this case study, we utilize Algorithm 12 in a planning problem of a larger scale.
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Figure 9.3: A warehouse automation system. [Left] An Amazon warehouse and a
team of Kiva robots. (photo credit [2]). [Right] A similar planning problem, where
the robot carrying a shelf is highlighted in orange and the human employees in green.
Table 9.6: The event space for the planning problem in Figure 9.3 [Right] over the
observation space Y = {oi,j | 0 ≤ i < 30, 0 ≤ j < 21} and action space U = {u, d, l, r}
(standing for moving one cell up, down, left, or right, respectively), and the cost of
each event under cost function c.
e c(e)
u 4
d 5
l 2
r 3
oi,j 0.01
Figure 9.3 [Left] shows an example of an Amazon warehouse, where a team of
robots deliver shelves of products to human employees to pick the items up. The
robots localize themselves using the QR code labels put in the center of each cell,
and can move in four directions. In such environments, it is important to minimize
the cost of each delivery so the overall energy consumption is kept as low as possible.
In addition, when the robot’s sensors or actuators are not working properly, it is
ideal if the robot can still deliver with the minimal cost given its current capabilities.
Figure 9.3 [Right] shows a similar planning problem, where the robot’s goal is to
carry shelves from an initial position to the location of either of the employees with
a minimal amount of power consumption.
Given the cost function in Table 9.6, in this experiment we used Algorithm 12
to find a set of label maps that are likely to be on the Pareto front of a planning
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Figure 9.4: The result of running Algorithm 12 on a planning problem similar to the
one in Figure 9.3 [Right] with a size of 30× 21. The size of PPF in this experiment
initially was 20, the growth factorR was set to 2, and the cut-off time to 3600 seconds.
problem similar to the one in Figure 9.3 [Right]. The experiments used an Intel Core
i7-7700 machine with 32 gigabytes of RAM.
The results are shown in Figure 9.4, where the experiment is done on a 30 × 21
environment. As the results show, the algorithm can quickly generate an estimation
of the Pareto front. Note that the set of maps stored in PPF at any point in time,
even if not very close to the actual Pareto front, still can be very informative. This
can be understood through Lemma 12. The cost of all comparable maps in PPF is
monotone over the refinement relation. Therefore, even though all the maps are not
necessarily on the Pareto front in PPF , we are certain that in the reverse direction
of the refinement relation the costs never decreases. Therefore, from a robot design
point of view, any set of comparable maps that are on the Pareto front, help the
roboticist make design decisions based on two criteria: the desired simplicity of the
suite of sensors and actuators, and the execution cost. Whether a simpler robot that
has a higher execution cost is preferred over one with a smaller execution cost that is
more capable, could be decided based on other factors. For example, the roboticist
may decide to choose the simplest design that has at most an execution cost of some
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given threshold. Additionally, the information from the set of Pareto front maps can
also be used for maintenance purposes. For example, by knowing what failures or
costs in the system are considered catastrophic, the maintenance can be more focused
on the components that may result in such failures.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
In the problems we have tackled in this dissertation, the most challenging part usually
is about how to handle the gargantuan space of possible designs. In each chapter of
this dissertation, we have addressed this problem in different ways. From presenting
formal proofs of hardness to providing anytime algorithms, we have delivered a basis
to understand the problem in question and tools that can be utilized to efficiently
produce useful results within reasonable amounts of time.
Problem and model formulation
Based on the motivation behind this dissertation and prior work presented in Chap-
ter 1 and Chapter 2, we presented the models we use to encode the the problem
of algorithmic robot design in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. We utilized the language
of combinatorial filters in Chapter 3, and introduced theoretical tools for reasoning
about sensors. We introduced procrustean filters, a richer representation for sensors
and filters, and label maps, a model to capture changes to a filter. We proved that
the decision problem of sensor minimization is NP-hard, and presented a case study
of minimizing the Roomba. In Chapter 4, we extended the idea and presented a
similar, more expressive model, called procrustean graphs, and discussed in details
the different aspects of this model.
Besides providing a new framework for reasoning about different robot design
questions, another important contribution in these chapters could be summarized in
the following point: The presented models, particularly procrustean graphs, though
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are similar to and able to encompass many other models presented by other re-
searchers, are presented in a general form so that are open for interpretation. The
models need to be augmented, for example, to model plans or planning problems. In
addition, the conversion from design problems to their p-graph representations can
be done in many different ways, albeit the canonical characteristics that are discussed
in these chapters remain common between those representations.
The boundary of non-destructiveness
Utilizing the notion of p-graphs, we investigated the problem of finding the most
crucial elements within a robotic system in Chapter 5. Using the notion of label
maps, we expressed the changes in the capabilities of a robotic system in the form
of transformations from one p-graph to another, by transforming sets of actions and
observations to new ones. As a means to navigate in the space of all designs, we
introduced the concept of refinement relation, and show how this concept helps in
narrowing down the search space, and making connections between different designs.
This chapter works as the basis for all the contributions that are made in the following
chapters.
Delineating the boundary of non-destructiveness
To deal with the enormous number of possible label maps that can be applied on a
planning problem, in Chapter 6 we sampled over the space of all maps, and use a de-
cision tree classifier to determine destructiveness of any given planning problem. The
proposed algorithm, upon completion, returns a tree where the nodes near to the root
contain information about pairs of observations or actions that are most important
in that when those elements are indistinguishable, the goal becomes unachievable.
The fact that the returned decision tree is interpretable, condensed, induced quickly,
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and is a summary of an enormous boundary of label maps, is the main contribution
of this chapter.
The Incorporation of Domain Knowledge
In Chapter 7, the goal was to improve the practical scalability of the method provided
in the previous chapter. Specifically, we proposed three different scenarios where
the knowledge of the domain could be successfully incorporated into the learning
process. We showed how this knowledge should be used in extracting the features
in the sampling phase. Depending on the structure of the problem and the type of
possible changes that can take place on the suite of actuators and sensors of a robot,
the subset of the space the algorithm needs to sample from could get substantially
smaller. In addition, the samples extracted from this subspace are richer in terms
of the information they provide. That is why domain specific information makes the
learning process faster. The experimental results show the usefulness of our methods
in increasing the scalability of the approach.
Continuously Parameterized Spaces of Label Maps
The question that we ask in Chapter 8 is, given a p-graph representation of a robotic
system where the label space is parameterized by a set of parameters, what role do
these parameters play in determining the boundary of non-destructiveness? The idea
here is, unlike inducing decision trees that provide a high level description of the
boundary, to compute an estimation of the actual boundary in the Cartesian space.
We present a general purpose algorithm that uniformly samples the space, and
computes the boundary by performing destructiveness test on all the samples. A
second approach that is more time efficient, is applicable if there is some “monotonic-
ity” in the space, so the sampling becomes a bisection search in the space, where
destructiveness tests guide the search.
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The major contribution of Chapter 8 is to provide the roboticist with a boundary of
destructiveness in a trivial multi-dimensional space. This boundary can be illustrated
visually when the number of parameters is small. This provides the roboticist with
a higher degree of flexibility in the process of designing a robotic system. Actually,
in any non-destructive subspace, by fixing any parameter of interest, there is a set of
ranges for all other parameters that the roboticist can choose from.
The Pareto Front of the Refinement Relation and Cost
Chapter 9 extends the idea of destructiveness to measure how “bad” things can go
if a degradation is brought upon a robotic system, into a non-binary realm. For a
roboticist, in addition to the feasibility of doing a task, it is also important to know
how costly each solution is.
The major contribution of this chapter is as follows. Based on the definition we
provide for cost, we present an algorithm for measuring it. We show how the cost and
refinement relation are related, and define the Pareto front of the refinement relation
and cost. We present two algorithms to find this Pareto front: a complete solution,
and an anytime algorithm that can generate an increasingly-improved estimation
of the Pareto front. The set of Pareto front maps these algorithms produce help
the roboticist to set a trade-off between the cost of doing a task, and the required
capability of the suite of sensors and actuators.
Open Problems and Future Work
Here we suggest two possible directions of research that can be built upon the work
done in this dissertation.
Other Classification Methods Instead of Decision Tree Learning: The in-
terest in decision trees in our work comes from the fact that they provide clear
interpretability. Using decision tree induction, one not only gets an artefact that
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determines whether a configuration of sensors and actuators is non-destructive, but
also gets to know why this configuration is feasible. However, this comes with its
expense: the learning process in decision trees is slow, particularly the procedure of
constructing the tree. Chapter 7 presents some approaches to tackle the problem of
scalability that our algorithm deals with, however, replacing the classification method
with other classifiers may provide with better scalability.
Specifically, we suggest to use Naive Bayes and Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
learning methods, as they seem to be suitable candidates for this purpose. In general,
Naive Bayes method, unlike CART, is known for its good performance even for small
amounts of training data. This is particularly important in our case due the immense
size of the space that we sample from. On the other hand, as the size of the training set
becomes larger, which as shown in Section 7.2 is needed if we desire higher accuracies
for our classifier, ANNs seem to outperform both Naive Bayes and CART methods.
ANNs generally are known to perform better for larger amounts of training data.
To keep the interpretability that decision trees provide when we use other classi-
fication methods, we propose to utilize a two-step approach. First, a classifier using
another learning method should be induced. Then in the second step, this classifier
should be used as the “ground truth” for a decision tree learning method to induce a
tree. Note that in the first step, the learning method uses the costly destructiveness
tests for determining whether a modification is destructive or not. Therefore, if the
learning method used in the first step is sufficiently faster in terms of convergence time
than a decision tree learning method, it could be possible that the overall two step
process takes a shorter period of time than directly using the decision tree learning
method in one step.
Boundary of Non-destructiveness in Continuous Spaces: In Chapter 3
and Chapter 4, using the notion of p-graph and the concept of label maps, we showed
how to model possible changes that can occur to a robotic system. However, in some
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of the presented algorithms and the experiments we have done in this dissertation,
we assumed that the label spaces are discrete and our labels are finite sets. As
discussed in Chapter 3, label spaces need not be discrete spaces. In fact, as long
as the label data structure representing continuous labels is equipped with the six
operations discussed in Chapter 3, several components of our presented algorithms
in the previous chapters could remain intact. However, there are some components
that may need to change.
We suggest the following approaches to extend the methods presented in this
dissertation to continuous spaces, in particular the space of maps h : R → R. One
of the components of our current method that needs to change is how we deal with
sampling from the space of all possible maps.
Due to the continuity of the space, there will be an infinite number of possible
maps. To sample in such spaces, it is possible to follow an approach similar to the one
presented for finite maps in Chapter 6. It can be done so that each map is represented
by its endpoints and local extrema points, along with the concavity in those points.
Generalizing the idea for finite maps where we construct the samples by modifying the
identity map, here one can construct the samples from any strictly monotone map h.
See Figure 10.1. As an idea, starting from h, one can randomly select a point within
its domain, and change it to a local maxima if the concavity in that point is negative.
Likewise, it can be changed to a local minima, if the concavity is non-negative. This
should be done so that the change only locally changes the map, and leaves the rest
the same (which, in Figure 10.1, is not the case for going from h1 to h2, or from h3
to h4 applying this method, but is from h1 to h3). In Figure 10.1, this is done by
keeping the differentiability of the maps. However, it is not a requirement. This is
due to the fact that, based on the definition of equivalence presented in Chapter 6,
only the pre-images determine the relationship between different maps in terms of
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y = h1(x)
y = h3(x)
y = h2(x)
b
y = h4(x)
a
Figure 10.1: A set of continuous maps h1...h4. Map h1 preserves all the information
it gets as input. It can be seen that based on the definition of the refinement relation
presented in Chapter 5, h1 is a refinement of all the other maps, and h3 is a refinement
of h4. It will be useful if we see these relations based on the distinctness they make.
h1 for each input x = x1 gives a unique output, but h2 doesn’t distinguish between
x = +x1 and x = −x1. In h3 there are values in ranges (−∞, a), (a, 0) and (0, +∞)
that generate the same output, while for h4 the range (b, +∞) makes further amounts
of information loss. Note that h2 is not comparable to h3 and h4.
destructiveness. So as long as the pre-images are the same, any two maps either are
both destructive, or both are non-destructive.
To cover the space effectively, particularly when a uniform sampling is desired, the
number of times the algorithm recurses for creating each sample should be determined
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carefully. Here it is tricky to know how close a map is to a possible most aggressive
map, i.e., a constant function. In addition to setting some threshold for the number
of times the algorithm recurses, one possible way to deal with this issue is to define
an entropy measure for how the saddle points are distributed in the domain of the
function.
With the assumption of using a machine learning method to create a model that
represents the boundary of non-destructiveness, the next question will be how one
should do feature extraction for each sample. One possible way is to compute the
Fourier transformation of the sample by fixing a constant number of coefficients.
These coefficients in the Fourier expansion can serve as the features for the learning
method. The main challenge, however, seems to be whether the trained model will
easily be interpretable.
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